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ABSTRACT
Tons, Egons, Ph.D., Purdue University, June 1969. Flow in Aggregate-
Binder Mixes. Major Professor: V/illiam H. Goetz.
The main purpose of this research was to develop concepts for a
unified approach in bituminous mix design using different aggregates.
The work involved defining and measuring parameters of aggregates, ana-
lyzing the functions of asphalt, and performing laboratory experiments in
the flow (non-brittle) region.
A hypothesis was proposed suggesting that aggregate gradation by
packing volume instead of size is a unifying description of rock pieces.
Since some types of aggregates are rounded and smooth (rounded gravel)
and others are angular and rough (crushed rocks), a so-called rugosity
volume was introduced to describe the roughness numerically. Packing
volume of a piece of rock includes solids plus voids plus surface rough-
ness or rugosity volume. In mix design, the rugosity is neutralized with
rugosity asphalt and binding of the particles is achieved by flow as-
phalt .
To teot the above hypothesis, three types and three sizes of rocks
were used, first in dry condition and afterwards mixed with asphalt. Vi-
bratory compaction experiments combined with tests in tension, compres-
sion, and cyclic deformation were performed and the results were evalu-
ated by the use of regression, analysis of variance and contact area
model equation. All the work was concerned with mono-volume (one-size)
xii
rocks only. Three rates of deformation at three temperatures were used,
staying largely in the flow region of mix behavior (no brittle failure. .
The results show that the aggregate packing volume and flow asphalt
concepts can be used to design mixes which behave similarly, whether they
contain crushed or rounded aggregate. Analytic means, (using the contact
area model), permit a reasonably close prediction of tensile and com-
pressive strength. A foundation has been laid for unified nix design.
INTRODUCTION
Prediction of field service behavior of a bituminous mix on the basis
of its composition or material ingredients, presents a difficult problem.
In spite of this, research and experience have provided methods for prac-
tical mix designs which are adequate in most cases.
The designs used at present are essentially trial and error in na-
ture. The type and gradation of aggregate and the asphalt grade are
chosen, then a number of asphalt contents are estimated which hopefully
bracket the desired optimum conditions. Next follows the making of speci-
mens and their testing to determine the optimum mix. If the combination
of ingredients does not give the specified or desired properties (sta-
bility, voids, etc.), the components in the mix have to be changed and
the tests must be repeated.
At the start of this work it was assumed that there is a need for a
more general or analytical approach to mix design. Such an approach
should provide a quantitative and systematic means of characterizing the
ingredients of a mix and should provide for predicting how the mix will
respond to external forces when all of the ingredients are combined. The
design should be applicable to different types of aggregates and not tied
to some selected criterion such as "residual voids." Such a design ap-
proach should open the way to the formulation of a variety of mixes with
controlled properties to suit varied present and future applications.
There may be several ways of solving the problem of general mix
design. Interesting and powerful statistical methods are available for
exploration and optimization of multivariate systems using different
levels and combinations of ingredients. In order to achieve generality,
however, the variables have to be defined quantitatively. Consequently,
there is no surprise in the conclusion that bulk tests and mathematical
models for mix response in bulk are only valid for the particular mixes
investigated unless the proper parameters of the ingredients of the mix
are known quantitatively and are properly represented.
An attempt appears to be in order to measure and describe numerically
the ingredients of a bituminous concrete as well as its physical struc-
ture. Since a large proportion of a mix is occupied by the aggregate
phase, an important first step would be to study and define various ag-
gregate properties singularly and in bulk. To start with, a simple, one-
size system could be used with particles of such physical "size" that the
defined parameters could be measured relatively easily and accurately.
Next, a binder can be introduced and the mixes can be tested under de-
fined conditions and evaluated using theories developed in the area of
bituminous concrete and in the fields of other materials.
PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The specific objectives of this research were:
a. To define and measure useful mix-design parameters for
aggregates.
b. To define and analyze the function of asphalt in a mix.
c. To predict test values for aggregate -asphalt mixtures
from composition parameters.
The initial hypothesis involved the assumption that, in order to
achieve a more uniform approach in mix design, different types of aggre-
gate, such as crushed limestone and rounded gravel, should be graded in
such a manner that under identical circumstances the number of particles
and their "size" distribution would be identical in a given unit volume.
When asphalt is added to rock particles, part of it will become bound to
the valleys of the rock surfaces; the other part will be participating in
the flow of a mix under load. The amount of the bound or stagnant asphalt
should vary with different types of rocks and should permit a mix design
based on similar proportions of "solid," void-filling, and flow asphalt.
The work involved a literature review on aggregates and various flow
models, theoretical prediction, statistical design of an experiment, lab-
oratory testing, and analysis and comparison of test results with pre-
conceived models and theory. Three different rocks, three rock sizes and
three asphalt film thicknesses were used. Both tension and compression
tests at three rates of deformation and at three temperatures were em-
ployed. A limited number of cyclic tests was also performed.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Because of its varied nature, it was found desirable to subdivide
the literature review into four sections: uncoated aggregates, aggregates
in mixes, flow in porous media, and miscellaneous references.
Uncoated Aggregates
A number of significant studies have been made to characterize pieces
of rock. The main factors of apparent importance seem to be the follow-
ing: (a) particle geometry (sometimes called shape or sphericity); (b)
angularity or roundness; and (c) surface roughness or texture. There
are two recent and informative summaries by Gronhaug (l) and Mather (2)
based on about two hundred references which discuss the various parameters,
A limited number of these references is included in the Bibliography. In
the work reported here, the main emphasis was placed on a quantitative
approach in the description of particle geometry, volume, surface rough-
ness, sliding friction, and packing in bulk.
Particle Geometry
Four primary factors seem to affect the shape of an aggregate par-
ticle: (a) type of rock; (b) geologic history; (c) type of crushing;
and (d) sizing operation (l) (k) (5) (6).
A number of qualitative terms are used to picture a piece of rock
(rounded, irregular, flaky, rods, discs, blades, equidimensionals)
.
1. Numbers in parenthesis refer to references in the Bibliography.
There have been attempts to quantify particle dimension by a so-called
sphericity factor, 3 (7) (8):
1
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Here d is the diameter of a sphere of the same volume as the rock piece,
and I is the long dimension of the particle. Further improvement in de-
fining the geometric shape of a particle is achieved by using three des-
criptive diameters, namely; long (/), short (s), and medium (m) (9) (10)
(11). For instance, in ASTM Designation C 125 (H), the ratios of i/m
(i/w) and m/s are adopted to classify rock pieces into four categories
ranging from "flat" to "elongated." The values of the ratios for differ-
entiating between the various classes are set arbitrarily.
The measurement of three "diameters" on a rock piece suggests the
geometric form of an ellipsoid. However, the possiblility of using an
ellipsoid has apparently not been greatly explored. Mackey (12), in
connection with his work on radii of curvature measurements, uses the con-
cept of a perfect ellipsoid and the degree of departure from this shape.
In work with particles in bulk, the effect of aggregate shape has
been investigated by a number of researchers. Since the shape factor is
hard to separate from other elements such as angularity, surface rough-
ness and material properties, it is difficult to judge the true influence
of particle geometry on mass density and other properties. This confu-
sion may account for apparent contradictions as summarized by Gronhaug (l)
and Mather (2).
Angularity or Roundness
Angularity or roundness is often described in qualitative terms such
as angular, subangular, subrounded, rounded or well-rounded (13) • Another
more quantitative way of describing roundness is to take the ratio of the
average radius of curvature (r) of the corners (n) to the radius of the




Since in the case of crushed angular pieces, the radii of curvature are
very small and difficult to measure accurately, actual angles of the sharp
edges can be determined to supplement the radii of the rounded-off corners
(12).
In addition to the above direct methods of measuring angularity, ex-
perimental determinations have been made using masses of particles for
relative comparisons. These include refined sieving through calibrated
openings, measurements of voids in bulk, measurement of angle of repose,
and others (l) (2). The results are unreliable because angularity usually
is confounded with particle shape and roughness. Furthermore, the measure-
ment of angularity, as such, cannot be used directly to calculate or pre-
dict the behavior of particles in bulk. These effects have to be deter-
mined experimentally.
Surface Roughness
The existence of surface roughness or texture of aggregate surfaces
is easy to see but hard to measure. One way to express roughness quan-
titatively is by using mean surface and deviation from it (17). There
are several publications on surface texture and finish, including devices
and methods for measurement (13) (17) (18) (19) (20). There is no de-
finite agreement on classification of roughness except in qualitative
terms such as rough, smooth, furrowed, grooved, scratched, ridged, pitted,
dented, striated, frosted, etched, etc. Comparison of actual surface area
of polished with rough limestone, showed that the surface area of the rough
rock was about three times greater than that of the polished rock (21).
Blanks (22) has pointed out that there are two kinds of surface roughness
:
abrupt and undulatory.
Bikerman (26) has developed a simple quantitative method for measuring
surface roughness on smooth, level areas. He coated flat, sawed, rock
plates with asphalt, scraped the excess down to the stone, and used the
amount of asphalt left as an indicator of surface roughness (and absorp-
tion) .
Angularity and Roughness Combined
Intuitively, the shape or geometry of an aggregate piece seems to be
a separate parameter. There is some question, however, whether angularity
and roughness do not overlap, especially in the case of crushed rock.
Gronhaug (l) proposes to combine angularity and texture (roughness) into
one term: form. Another, possibly unifying, term would be rugosity (17).
Here the adjective "rugged," which stands for rough, uneven, jagged,
ridged, or wrinkled, applies to irregular pieces of aggregate; but the
concept can also encompass some of the surface voids of the rock.
Sliding Friction and Compaction
If all aggregate pieces were ideal, smooth, one-size spheres and if
they were packed in a simple cubical arrangement, the voids (porosity) in
ethe mass would amount to about U7.6 percent; in the densest tetrahedral
packing the void value would be reduced to 26.0 percent. For randomly
packed spheres and irregular particles, the voids vary between these two
extremes.
During packing of rocks, either by gravity flow or by some other
mode of densification such as vibration, some relative movement between
pieces takes place. The actual contact area between two pieces (rough or
smooth) is small, no more than about 0.01 percent of the apparent contact
area (23). For two hard rock pieces:
F=w^ (3)
where
F = force to drag one particle along the surface
of another,
W = load on the particle (contact),
s = shear resistance, and
y = yield value of the rock.
The ratio s/y should be nearly independent of the nature of the rock it-
self, since s and y tend to vary together (23). Thus, for rocks with
clean surfaces, the force F should be dependent on the load only. In
other words, the masses of different one-size rock pieces subjected to
identical load W (compaction) should respond in a similar manner.
The velocity in free fall, neglecting air friction, is (27):
1
V = (2 gx) 2 (M
where
V = velocity of particle,
g *= gravitational constant, and
x = distance of fall.
9Therefore, if two masses of particles are "poured" from identical
heights into a container, their velocities will be about the same regard-
less of the individual particle mass.
D'Appolonia (25) suggests that in vibration compaction (sinusoidal)
the peak acceleration in g's is important and, in order to get noticeable
compaction, acceleration above one g is necessary. A useful equation for








a = acceleration in g's, and
g
A = peak amplitude, inches.
Parameters Affecting Flow in Mixes
It is evident that the properties of the aggregate will influence
greatly the reaction of a bituminous concrete mix to various forces. In
the literature reviewed here, research on plain rocks has been concerned
primarily with describing the individual pieces of rock, rather than with
bulk behavior. On the other hand, literature on bituminous mixes deals
primarily with graded systems in which the various parameters are con-
founded. One of the recent literature reviews in this area has been done
by Benson (28).
Aggregate Size and Gradation
A graded mix can have almost an infinite variety of rock sizes spaced
between its largest and smallest particle fractions.
One of the early studies on gradation was done by Fuller and Thompson
1C
(29). They were interested in the best sizing approach for portland ce-
ment concrete mixes and the emphasis was placed on achieving maximum den-
sity. The best curve for aggregate gradation resembled a parabola. The
parabolic curve could be approximated by an elliptical portion running
from about 7 percent passing the No. 200 sieve to one tenth of the diame-
ter of the maximum size piece, and a straight line to the maximum size.
The equation of the elliptical portion of the curve is:
(y - if = \ (2ax - x2 ) (6)
a
where
y = percentage of weight smaller than a given diameter,
x = diameter of a particle, and
a and b are constants to be determined experimentally for
a particular material.
Additional studies (30) (31) have extended the work of Fuller. The





P = 100 '
\$) <7)
where
P = percent passing the particular sieve,
S = sieve size opening,
M = maximum size of aggregate, and
K = value depending on type of aggregate (0.5 is often used),
Subsequent work on aggregate size and grading for bituminous mix-
tures has indicated that some of the most unconventional and irregular
grading curves have produced "better" mixes on the road than those graded
by Fuller's criterion (32) (33) (3*0. On the other hand, there are also
field reports showing that mixes using gradations with humps in the curve
11
are not performing well under traffic (35) and that flow resistance
(stability) of an asphaltic mix can be unpredictably affected by changes
in grading (3*0 (36).
It is apparent that gradation of aggregate affects the total surface
area of the rock pieces to be coated with asphalt (37). The larger the
particle size, the smaller the area per given weight of aggregate. This
relationship has been recognized for a long time in mix design.
Aggregate Shape
Aggregate shape is often discussed comparing natural aggregates, such
as gravel, with crushed aggregates, such as processed limestone. In pub-
lished data on bituminous mixes, shape often means geometry and angularity
combined. At the same time, the investigations have usually included tex-
ture or surface roughness.
The shape of the coarse aggregate does not seem to be of much im-
portance in the compacted mix, as far as flow resistance is concerned,
unless this fraction reaches a certain influential limit. This limit is
a function of the type of gradation used, the material, and other vari-
ables (38) (kl) (k2) . The shape of fine aggregate in dense-graded mixes
has been found significant. Increase of angularity of the fine aggregate
is generally accompanied by increase in "strength" and changes in other
properties of the mix (38) (39) (ko) (kl) (1*3) (kk)
.
While a mix is being compacted, particle shape reportedly affects
the orientation of the individual rocks (^5).
There are publications which do not agree with the above summary
statements (k6) but such conflicts seem understandable since a simple di-
vision of particles into "angular" and "rounded" is based on a qualitative
12
judgment which cannot always give comparable results
.
Finally, there is another factor which has been brought out by Lee
(i+7) in a study comparing Marshall stability values of mixes containing
either "flaky" or "cubical" aggregates. Using a sieve gradation, Lee
found that a pound of mix contained more "flaky" than "cubical" particles.
All the other research reviewed did not take into account the number of
the particles in a unit volume of mix. This is one of the important pro-
jections in the hypothesis for this study.
Aggregate Texture
The authors whose work was reviewed in the previous section are also
responsible for most of the studies on the effect of the texture of ag-
gregate on the properties of mixes. There is general agreement that in-
creased surface roughness inhibits the flow in a mix, and therefore higher
stability-strength values are obtained in comparison with mixes containing
smooth-surface aggregates (39) (U3) (UB) (H9) (50) (51). The explanation
lies in the assumed higher friction between the aggregates (k8) (h$) (50).
Furthermore, rough and angular particles have a higher inter-particle void
space in bulk than smooth ones (U3) (39)' Such mixes require extra as-
phalt for workability because part of the asphalt is lost in "pits and
crevices" and does not participate in flow (37).
Miscellaneous Factors
Another factor which affects flow in bituminous mixes is the binder.
There is general agreement that asphalt can be classified as a linear
viscoelastic material (52) (53) (5*0 (55). The viscosity of asphalt de-
pends on temperature and physico-chemical composition (52).
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In addition to the rocks and asphalt, a mix contains voils; that is,
a gas phase. The present mix design procedures (56) use the relative
volume of voids as one of the criteria in the design. In general, high
and low void content are associated with low flow resistance of the nix,
with maximum "strength" occurring at an intermediate void content. This
concept may be valid for the usual compression-shear types of tests. On
the other hand, mixes have been produced with only two phases, the rock
and the binder, without voids. Certain experiments have achieved flow
resistance in voidless mixtures several times higher than in mixes con-
taining a measureable void content (57) (58) (59) (60)
•
Comparisons to Flow in Porous Media
Since asphalt and the smaller aggregate particles associated with it
is displaced and flows between the larger particles when a mix is sub-
jected to load, there may be some similarity between the flow of asphalt
in a bituminous mix and flow in porous media (especially in low-void
mixes). The literature concerning this flow was reviewed briefly.
It would appear that the more porous the composite, the more easily
liquid can permeate it. Several researchers (6l to 68) have investigated
this topic and have come to two different opinions. One group says there
is no general correlation between porosity and permeability and that two
composites with the same porosity can be of different permeability (67)
(68). Others, however, have found some correlation (6^) (65) (66). Mavis
(6H), for instance ,. claims that permeability K and porosity P have the
c
following approximate relationship: K = P . In general, the studies seem
to indicate that while an approximate relationship may exist for a given
type of porous material, general agreement is lacking.
1U
Structure-Permeability
Attempts have been made to correlate permeability using a given
liquid with structure of the composite forming the porous media (69) (70).
Structure may be defined here as "pore size distribution" within a given
material. This distribution is usually measured by capillary pressure.
There is some question whether this technique can indicate the true pore
size distribution, especially in an aggregate composite such as bitumi-
nous concrete.
Grain Size Distribution and Permeability
The distribution of grain size in a given mix is relatively easy to
determine, and the idea of correlating grain size distribution with per-
meability has attracted several investigators (71) (6k) (72) (73). The
most important conclusions appear to be: (a) materials with different
mineral composition but the same gradation, may not have the same perme-
ability; (b) the permeability of one-size granular aggregates is often
similar.
Grain Size-Angularity-Permeability
In addition to grain size, angularity of the aggregates and its
effect on packing and orientation of grains can be considered. Again
the difficulty here is how to define and measure angularity and so far no
definite conclusions have been reached (7*0 (75).
There may be other similar approaches in the literature involving
the same parameters under different names; only the most outstanding were
mentioned in this brief summary on experimental efforts to characterize
permeability. It is possible to assume or invent new parameters and
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perhaps eventually, by trial and error testing, to arrive at a more signi-
ficant and general solution to predict permeability. On the other hand,
it may be more advantageous to start with theoretical considerations
which could attach significance to these parameters. The simplest way
to try to establish correlations theoretically is by representing the
porous media (graded crushed rock, plus sand, plus filler) by theoretical
models which can be treated mathematically. Trial and error will show
which model fits best. If a proper model is found, it can be substituted
for the actual porous media. Some of the models are discussed below.
Models for Permeability
The motion of a fluid can be described if the position of every ma-
terial point of the fluid is known at a given time. There are three kinds
of physical conditions which have to be satisfied: (a) the continuity
condition, (b) rheological equation of state, and (c) Newton's Third
Law of Motion. In addition to these, initial and boundary conditions are
to be taken into account.
For the steady-state flow of viscous, incompressible fluids, the
Navier-Stokes equation of motion is appropriate. For shorthand purposes
it is written in vector form:
v grad v + dv/dt = F - (l/p) grad p - (r\/p) curl curl v (8)
where
v = local velocity-vector of a point of the fluid,
t = time,
F = the volume-force per unit mass,
p = pressure,
t) = viscosity of the fluid, and
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p = density of the fluid.
The boundary conditions require V = at the wall of the container.
The structure of the Navier-Stokes equation and the boundary condi-
tions make the analytical solution rather cumbersome. Attempts have been
made to use simple models to circumvent the difficulty (76) (77).
The Navier-Stokes equation can be solved exactly for a straight cir-





Q = the rate of liquid flow through the capillary,
p = pressure drop between the two ends of the capillary,
h = length of the capillary,
a = radius of the capillary, and
t\ = viscosity of the liquid.
This equation can be developed further using Darcy's law and arriving
at a coefficient of permeability K, dependent upon porosity and average
pore size diameter. It is known that a model built on this equation does
not correctly represent the connection between permeability and porosity.
It is of interest only from a qualitative point of view, indicating that
if one could call a space between two rocks of the skeleton a capillary,
the flow between capillaries would be greatly influenced by the distance
by which they are separated and to a lesser extent by viscosity of the
fluid, length of the pass, and pressure.
One can also "assume that the capillaries are varied in diameter
(serial type of model). The problem here is to decide and measure the
17
value of the capillary radius.
hydraulic radius is often mentioned in the literature. A possible
measure of hydraulic radius is the ratio of the pore volume to the sur-
face area and a general equation may be as follows:
K - Cm < 10)
where
K = permeability,
m = hydraulic radius,
F(p) = porosity factor, and
C = dimensionless constant.
Attempts to utilize the hydraulic radius approach (78) (79) (8o)>
have met with varying success.
Koseny's theory is also a widely used explanation for permeability
as conditioned by the geometrical properties of a porous medium (8l).
The model consists of a porous medium of an assemblage of channels varied
in cross-section but having a definite length. The Navier-Stokes equation





£ grad p (11)
q = amount of flow in unit time,
c = geometric factor,
(c = 0.5 for circle; c = O.5619 for square;
c = 0.597 for triangle; c = 0.66 for strip)
P = porosity,
t] = viscosity,
S «= specified surface area of "tube", and
L6
p = pressure.
Comparing this equation with Darcy's Lav/, permeability can be ex-
pressed as:
K- S£ (12)
But the channels may not be straight and therefore the Koseny equation is
often extended introducing a "tortuosity" factor T,
grad p reduced = -=— grad p (13)
showing that the pass is T times longer than a straight pass through a
given layer. From this follows:
k = -s4- (ik)
T S
Other modifications of the Kozeny equation have been attempted, for exam-
ple by Carman (83) and Sullivan (Qh) . For them, too, the apparent diffi-
culty is the method for determining S, c and T by independent means.
Disordered "Model" Approach
Although Darcy's law and some of the previously discussed models
have been partially successful, it is difficult to visualize how they
could reasonably reflect the flow of asphalt and finer particles within
an irregular rock skeleton. We are dealing here with a disordered rather
than an ordered porous composite, and it is questionable whether the
Navier-Stokes equation is valid under such conditions. The nature of the
composite has led to attempts to predict the flow by applying statistics
and a model of disorder.
Hubbert (85) was apparently the first to apply statistics to flow
through porous media. His considerations are based upon the concept that
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the microscopic flow velocity of each fluid particle is proportional to
the acting force. Childs (86) used a theory of pore size distribution.
Taub (87) developed equations of flow based on the Maxwell-Bolzman
distribution function of gases. Density, pressure, and velocity are
defined according to kinetic theory.
Scheidegger (88) (89) applied statistics to porous media more system-
atically. As a starting point, he used Einstein's theory on the Erownian
motion. The flow of each particle point is assumed to be a statistical
process and the differential equation is formulated in terms of probabil-
ity distribution function for each point. To account for the fact that
individual "particles" in the fluid do not move along the streamline,
Sheidegger introduced the "dispersivity" factor D. The relationship be-
tween D and other factors affecting flow at time = t is given by the
equation:





p = density of fluid,
"K = permeability, and
T) = viscosity.
If D = 0, Equation 15 reduces to Darcy's Law.
Equation 15 can also be simplified by introducing "a" as a 'catch-all"
constant for a given porous medium.
Then:
D = fi| (grad p)
2 (16)
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The difficulty with Scheidegger 's equation is the need to measure or
determine with reasonable accuracy and confidence the value of D, the
dispersivity factor. In addition, porosity P, viscosity tj, and perme-
ability K have to be known. It is also questionable whether a completely
disordered approach is appropriate. Scheidegger himself suggests that
the true description of porous media lies somewhere between the ordered
and disordered state.
At this stage of development the permeability models are not easy to
apply to bituminous concrete and further theoretical work is necessary.
Contact Area Model and Theory
The simplest unit in bituminous concrete may be visualised as con-
sisting of two idealized rocks glued together with a drop of asphalt. It
is assumed that the two small areas of the rocks facing each other are
flat and parallel to each other, and that the asphalt drop between the
two rocks will have the shape of a thin cylindrical disc with radius r
and thickness h . Under these ideal conditions the asphalt acts as an
adhesive and the "strength" of this adhesive joint is a function of both
the radius and the thickness of the film between the rocks.
This concept leads to the theoretical and experimental work done by
Stefan (102). He used a Newtonian liquid between two parallel discs.
The mathematical derivation of Stefan's theory has been more clearly
presented and interpreted by Bikerman (17) (103) and Hajidsadeh (109).
For two parallel plates or discs with a radius r, immersed in a Newtonian
liquid with viscosity rj and separated by a distance h, the force required
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If the two parallel discs are not immersed but contain a drop of
liquid the volume of which is smaller than the volume between the sur-
faces, then the above equation becomes:
F = i. 5T1_ _ (13)
jth
where V is the volume of the adhesive material between the plates.
If the material is non-Newtonian, the relationship can be expressed
using Scott's formula (105):
n
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where n is a constant for a material and k is related to viscosity. Both
are related with shear rate y and shear force i through the equation
:
ky = t
The above theory assumes that a cylindrical plug (or any other shape)
of liquid or semiliquid placed between two plates will exhibit flow to-
wards the center of the disc when the plates are separated. The outside
edges of the disc will distort in a parabolic fashion and shear forces
will develop in addition to tensile forces.
The horizontal flow between two discs occurs because external load
creates a pressure difference in the material. If for some reason gas
cavities are generated inside the liquid, the above equations are no
longer valid. Also, if the rate of deformation is so fast that no
laminar-shear flow can take place, rupture will occur in tension. This
is because the work to cause the liquid to flow by overcoming viscous
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resistance is greater than the work required to create new surfaces (106)
.
In such a case the liquid between the plates starts to behave like a solid
and other theories, such as potential energy, are more appropriate (107)
(108).
The flow of asphalt between two smooth parallel surfaces has been
recently investigated by Majidzadeh and Herrin (109) and by Marek and
Herrin (110). Because of the importance of these two papers for the
present study, each will be briefly summarized.
The paper by Majidzadeh and Herrin provides a good review of litera-
ture in the area of adhesive films subjected to tensile strain. Also, ex-
perimental work was performed using one-inch diameter aluminum cylinders
with a 72 penetration asphalt film of a thickness between 10 and 1000
microns. The rates of extension varied between 0.005 and 1.0 inch per
minute and test temperatures were between 32 and 113 F. In terms of re-
levance to the present study, Majidzadeh and Herrin' s most important con-
clusions are:
a. It appears that the hydrodynamic or Stefan's theory can be used
to predict the tensile strength of thick films. In thin films the asphalt
fails predominantly in tension (cohesion).
b. Three types of failure were observed depending on test conditions;
namely, by flow and necking, by brittle fracture or tensile rupture, and by
an intermediate mechanism accompanied by cavity and filament formation dur-
ing extension.
c. The amount of deformation (not strain) at failure was practi-
cally constant regardless of film thickness and did not vary significantly
with rate of extension and temperature.
£3
The work by Marek and Herrin (110) is an extension of that done with
Majidzadeh. They used asphalt cements in film thicknesses between 20 and
600 microns. The other variables were approximately the same as those
reported from Majidzadeh's work except for improved equipment and techni-
ques. Some of Marek and Herrin' s conclusions are:
a. The consistency of the asphalt has an influence on film strength.
b. The limit of film thickness at which flow failure occurs is a
function of temperature, rate of deformation and asphalt consistency.
c. The amount of deformation before failure appears to be dependent
on film thickness up to a certain limit, beyond which increased film thick-
ness no longer affects deformation at peak force.
As will be seen in later chapters, the work of both Majidzadeh, Marek




The literature review supplied two basic types of background needed
in this research: (a) suggestions for characterizing uncoated aggregate
particles, and (b) the contact area model for explaining flow in mixes.
Then an attempt was made to add to these ideas so as to have a specific
hypothesis involving a predictable response on which to base the experi-
mental work. This involved considerations of uncoated rocks, single and
in bulk, the aggregate-binder composite, and a prediction of a region of
flow.
Uncoated Rocks, Single and in Bulk
With reference to uncoated rocks, single and in bulk, consideration
was given to particle volume of the piece itself, the volume it occupies
when in association with other pieces, referred to as packing volume, the
packing density of perfect ellipsoids, and grading by sieve size and by
packing-volume "size."
Particle Volume
The bulk volume of a number of particles in a container is, among
other things, a function of the volumes of each of them. To start with,
it is assumed that the volume which a particle occupies in a mass of other
particles largely determines the density and the voids in bulk and there-
fore this volume is important as far as the response of the composite to
various forces is concerned. The problem at hand is to attempt to define
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the volume of a particle, especially if it is irregular in shape as well
as rough.
In order to define the volume of any particle, it is convenient to
have a geometric form which lends itself to numerical description and
analytical manipulation. As pointed out in the literature survey, the
measurement of long, medium and short dimensions of a particle is not a
new idea. Since in the field of aggregates there are practically no cubes,
spheres, rods or other regular shapes, why not try to fit an ellipsoid for
all types of particles?
The volume of an ellipsoid is
:
V r & m s (20)
The equation for surface area of an ellipsoid is more complicated
and a prolate spheroid is often used as an approximation.
Packing Volume of a Particle
All particles possess some kind of surface roughness. The peaks or
asperities of the roughnesses are spaced randomly. Therefore if two
pieces of crushed limestone are in contact with each other, the peaks and
the valleys will not mesh like two carefully cut gears. Instead, the
particles will touch one another at the high spots and only a snal 1 por-
tion of the areas will be in contact (23). As a result, the volume which
a piece of rock occupies in a mass of other particles encompasses not only
the volume of solids and internal voids, but also the volume of the dips
and valleys of the particle surface which may be called "outside voids"
(Figure l). These outside voids are primarily a function of the rugosity
of the surface. As used in this study, the term "packing volume" when
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applied to a particle, is that volume which the particle occupies in a
mass of particles, or:
V = V + V, + V (21)p s i o v '
where
V - packing volume of a particle,
V = volume of solids of the particle,
V. = volume of internal voids, and
V = volume of outside voids or surface irregularities.
The packing volume can be pictured as a volume enclosed by a di-
mensionless, flexible membrane stretched along the surface of a rock
(Figure l).
In the laboratory, it was proposed to measure packing volume by heat-
ing rock and asphalt to 300 F (simulating bituminous mix temperature),
immersing the heated rock pieces in the heated asphalt for thirty minutes
to allow for penetration of surface voids (an attempt to simulate mixing
and high temperature storage time), then removing the coated rocks from
the asphalt and dipping them into ice water before removal of the excess
asphalt coating to achieve a "membrane" condition. After the coated
rocks had cooled, they were to be taken out and the excess asphalt re-
moved down to the asperities of the rock piece. As a scraping tool, a
razor blade, as used by Bikerman (26), was to be tried. Finally the
actual packing volume, V
,
can be obtained by weighing the scraped rock
piece in air and water:









W. = total weight, rock plus asphalt, in air,
W weight in water, and
G = unit weight of water.
The weight of a rock piece to give a certain desired packing volume



















V = internal and surface voids unfilled with asphalt,
V = volume of asphalt after scraping,
fit
W = weight of dry rock piece,
G = specific gravity of solids plus voids including
those under the asphalt coating,
V = packing volume, and
V = volume of solids of the particle.
The volume of asphalt, V , will depend on the surface area "A" and
surface roughness "R" of the rock piece . Therefore Equation 25 can be
rewritten:
where
W = G ^ (V - AR) (26)s+v p
Va
R = -r~ or the volume of asphalt on the rock piece after
scraping, divided by the smooth "membrane" sur-









W = weight of the rock piece (or pieces),
W, = weight of the rock piece + asphalt in air,
W = weight of the rock piece + asphalt in water,
W = weight of asphalt,
G = unit weight of asphalt, and
G = unit weight of water.
The value G is constant for a given aggregate piece provided a
certain procedure is followed just as in any test for specific gravity
of aggregates. However, if two laboratories use two different methods
and obtain two different G values, Equation 26 still holds, since ru-
gosity, R, changes in unison with G (Figure l). A knowledge of G
may be useful for obtaining rugosity, R, factors without resorting to
scraping.
As mentioned in the literature review, for a given aggregate the
surface rugosity, R, is higher for larger pieces as compared to smaller
ones. During crushing operations cracks propagate along the path of
least resistance, leaving fine surface roughness superimposed on longer
undulating roughness. The smaller the rock, the less the inclusion of
larger undulations and the smaller should be the rugosity factor R.
Packing Densities of Perfect Ellipsoids
Packing densities and voids (porosity) for perfect spheres under
certain configurations have often been used for comparison in particle
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studies. The volume of a sphere is V = n/6 d , and that of an ellip-
soid V = «/6 i m s. For the case of one-size smooth spheres in cimple
cubical packing, the porosity n = 1+7.6$. If, instead, ellipsoids of
given i, m and s values are placed in a similar manner:
n = l-Jjemsljx|xij = 0.^76 (28)
For spheres in a cubic -tetrahedral packing, n = 39-5 percent and for
ellipsoids in similar arrangement,
B = i - | i m s ^_L- x | x i j = 0.395 (29)
Finally, in the densest tetrahedral packing for spheres n = 26.0 percent.




n = 1 r £ m s i —— x - x = = 0.260 (30)
6 Wa " B '
From these calculations it is apparent that dense, loose and intermediate
regular packing of perfect equidimensional ellipsoids gives voids (porosi-
ties) identical to those in ideally packed spheres.
So far, consideration has been given to the shape (ellipsoid) and
rugosity (surface roughness) of the particle. It should be pointed out
that rugosity as measured by scraping may also be influenced by angular-
ity (the more angular the rock, the higher the rugosity). Sharp corners
of rock, however, are not accounted for in the packing volume concept.
The void content (or porosity) of a mass of small or large one-
volume particles should be the same, regardless of the type of rock and
shape of particle, just as it is with ideal spheres. Thus the ratio of
the number of small particles, N
,
to the number of large ones, N
,
should be indirectly proportional to their packing volumes V and V •
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When packing or compacting different kinds of particles, identical
procedures are necessary to obtain comparable results. For example, when
a mass of rocks is "poured" into a given mold or container, the rocks must
be deposited from a similar height and within an identical time interval
(12). If vibratory compaction is used, the peak acceleration must be the
same (25).
Finally, it should be pointed out that the porosity, or voids, as
considered here, is not the absolute porosity of the bulk since the basis
of the "solid" volume is packing volume, which includes surface roughness
or surface voids. One-volume rounded gravel and crushed stone may have
identical packing porosities in a mass, but the amount of liquid, such as
water or mercury, needed to fill the aggregate voids is greater in the
case of crushed limestone because of its greater rugosity.
Grading by Sieves and Packing Volume
Grading by sieves alone does not assure good control of particle
packing volume. The volume of an ellipsoid is V = n/6 Z m s and the
medium and short dimensions are primarily responsible for passage through
a square-holed sieve. If ra and s are equal and the sieve hole size is H,
the volume V of the. rock passing it is:
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If s and H are fixed, this volume is V = l k, where k is a constant. This
shows quantitatively that aggregates passing a given sieve (assuming
identical m and s values) will have uncontrolled volumes directly pro-
portional to the length I of the rock piece (Figure 2). Thus the particle
volume distribution should be different for different rocks of identical
sieve size. However, for a given aggregate, it should be possible to use
sieve grading to predict volume grading through correlation factors.
Aggregate-Binder Composite
The primary purpose of this work was to search for a means of char-
acterizing mix components to make possible a unified method of designing
a mix for use. The secondary purpose was to develop and test models with
which to explain the mechanism of flow in an aggregate-asphalt composite.
The packing volume approach promised to contribute to the first, and the
contact area theory to the second goal.
Stagnant and Flow Asphalt
As pointed out earlier, the packing volume of an aggregate piece in-
cludes not only the solids of the rock but also the inside voids and sur-
face valleys and crevices (Figure l). The asphalt in the surface valleys
and crevices cannot easily move around or flow when the mix is subjected
to load-deformation. This asphalt can be called stagnant or immobile;
but in order to connect it with the parameters of the rocks, it has been
designated as rugosity asphalt. It was assumed that each type of rock
needs a certain specific amount of rugosity asphalt to fill the surface
voids and that:
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where
V volume of "solids" of the rock piece,
V. - volume of internal voids of the rock piece,
V = volume of rugosity asphalt on the rock, and
V = packing volume of the rock piece.
In order to have active binder which participates in flow when load
is applied, additional "film" — a quantity of asphalt — is needed to
complete the mix. Here the additional asphalt has been called binding or
flow asphalt (Figure 3). It is realized that the two layers of asphalt
do not have a distinct line of demarcation when a mix is made and that
mixes containing only the rugosity asphalt and no binding asphalt will not
necessarily fall apart. The rocks coated with just the rugosity asphalt
still have asphalt to asphalt surfaces at the contact points. Capillary
forces probably contribute to attraction of some of the rugosity asphalt
to the contact areas. However, if binding or flow asphalt is present, it
is assumed that very little of the rugosity asphalt will be dislocated.
Prediction of "Strength" Using Contact Area Theory
When the contact area theory (basically Stefan's theory) is used to
predict the flow resistance of a bituminous concrete, it becomes necessary
to make a number of simplifying assumptions (Figure k) . At the beginning,
it is assumed that
a. the contact areas are circular,
b. the two faces of the contact areas are smooth and parallel
to each other,
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c. the asphalt plug between the two surfaces is cylindrical
with radius r and height h , and
d. the asphalt is Newtonian.
This simple model provides a good insight for the problem at hand.
Equation 18 for the case of non-immersed round discs was as follows:
If the rate of deformation is constant and the volume V of the material
between the plates is fixed, and the viscosity of the asphalt is also
constant, the equation reduces to:
F = £r (35)
la?
This indicates that the film thickness h is of extreme importance with
respect to the force F required to pull the discs apart or to push them
closer together (Figure k) . What Equation 18 does not show clearly is
that there is an equally important factor hidden in v . This is the
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If tL is considerably larger than h , it can be neglected and Equation 37
reduces to
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This equation shows that not only is film thickness important, but
so is the radius or lateral dimension of the film. In fact, film thick-
ness, according to Stefan's theory, is a relative parameter because the
force "f" or strength of the film per unit area will be identical in such
extreme cases as when r = 1 inch and h =1 inch as compared to r = 10
microns and h = 10 microns. This important relationship has not been
brought out clearly in the literature surveyed and yet it is very helpful
v/hen applied to bituminous mixes. For instance, if the contact radius for
two l/k inch rocks is 0.06 cm (r = 600 microns) and the initial film
thickness is 60 microns (h = 60 microns), the r/h ratio is 10. This
x
o " ' o
may be compared with the r/h ratio of 8.5 for a very thick film of 1^90
microns in work done by Majidzadeh and Herrin (109). In other words, at
room temperature and above, Stefan's theory should help greatly to explain
the behavior of bituminous mixes
.
Stefan's equation is basically valid for only one contact plug be-
tween two rocks. In a one-size mix there are many contacts, but not all
of them will participate to resist tension or compression force applied
to the specimen.
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Cubical packing is the simplest arrangement for spheres or ellipsoids
in bulk. In such a case it is easy to calculate the number of rocks M
stacked up on top of each other in a given length specimen; also the num-
ber of one-size spheres per layer horizontally (L) for a given diameter
is simple to calculate. The number of contact points in this packing is
six per sphere (or ellipsoid) and if there is an asphalt plug at each
point, only the top and bottom plugs would be pulled in direct tension
and pressed in a direct compression test. Thus horizontally there would
be L plugs and the force required to pull the rocks apart would be L times
that for a single plug. Since the number of vertically stacked rocks
would each have a "working" plug of asphalt (strictly speaking, if the
number of rocks is M, the number of plugs is M-l) the effect of the ver-
tical line of plugs would be to reduce proportionately the rate of gap
widening [ "rr ) between any two rocks. Thus, the modified Stefan's equa-
tion for a specimen with cubical packing is:
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where
10 * o
F = the total force,
r) = viscosity of asphalt,
r = average radius of contact area for the rocks,
h = average "film" thickness between particles,
£h = change in average distance between particles,
L = number of rocks - horizontally,
M = number of rocks - vertically, and
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dH
tt = rate of deformation.
at
The above equation assumes a Newtonian asphalt.
For a non-Newtonian asphalt
:
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where
n = a factor characteristic of asphalt,
K = a factor related to viscosity,
V = the average volume of the asphalt between each contact
point , and
other factors are as before.
Prediction of Flow Region
From Stefan's theory, using constant rate of deformation:
F = g(r], r, h) (WO
This applies to both tension and compression. Majidzadeh, Marek and
Herrin (109) (110) have indicated that for a given asphalt the theory is
applicable only over a certain region. More specifically, Majidzadeh
and Herrin (109) give a graphical illustration of this phenomenon, as
shown in Figure 5. Here the film thicknesses for the flow region are
high because the radius of the contact area is l/2 inch.
In order to gain an insight into what factor is involved in deter-
mining the flow, intermediate, and brittle failure regions, Majidzadeh and
Herrin' s data were used. In the first trial it was assumed that the re-
lative rate of creation of a new surface determines how the asphalt plug
fails. In order to make quantitative comparisons, the parabolic neckdown
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was approximated by a V-shaped deformation as illustrated in Figure 6.
The ratio of surface areas A Ik ., . versus asphalt film thickness in
new' old w
microns was then plotted (Figure 7). This relationship did not appear to
be constant for different film thicknesses. The next step involved cal-
culations for the relative linear strain in the outside "skin" of the
asphalt plug, again assuming a V-shape neckdown. These calculations gave
a very interesting and helpful relationship; namely, for the 72 penetra-
tion asphalt at 77 F, the material between two circular discs will deform
and fail by flow if the relative linear rate of strain in the outer "skin"
of the plug does not exceed approximately U3 percent per second. This
seems to apply to any film thickness used by Majidzadeh and Herrin (109).
An example of a calculation is given in Appendix 2. The basic equation
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where
e = unit strain in the outer surface,
r = radius of the asphalt plug,
h = thickness of the asphalt plug,
a = unit change in h, and
K = 3 (3 + 2a - a
2
).
It is of interest to note here again that the linear strain is a
2 2function of r /h (plus other factors) just as in Stefan's Equation. A
graphical presentation of this equation is given in Figure 8.
From the derivations above it is apparent that for a given asphalt
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the line between the flow region and the semi-brittle behavior is a func-
tion of (a) temperature, (b) the ratio r/h , and (c) the relative rate of
widening of gap h . Using data from Majidzadeh and Herrin (109), values
for Figure 9 were calculated and plotted. This Figure separates the flow
and intermediate failure regions for one particular 72-penetration asphalt.
The most interesting and novel factor again is the r/h ratio. If
it is decreased ten times, from 100 to 10, the expansion rate of the ad-
hesive joint between the two surfaces can be increased approximately ten
times.
For r/h = 1000 and a 10 percent per minute rate, the border point
between the regions of flow and the intermediate zone is at 90 F, while
for r/h = 1, it is Uj F for the same 10 percent.
Using a tension test similar to Majidzadeh and Herrin' s, the flow
region can be determined for any asphalt. The procedure, would, however,
have to be simplified to make this determination less cumbersome.
Finally, it must be added that Figure 9 can be used for approximate
estimates of the flow region for asphalts which are not too different from
the 72 penetration asphalt used by Majidzadeh and Herrin, since in most
applications the viscosity enters as a first power variable, including
Stefan's equation. It was used for estimating the flow region in the
following experiments with mixes.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH UIJCGATED AGGREGATES
In order to verify the packing volume hypothesis and measure the
rugosity, the initial experiments were conducted with uncoated rocks.
These were varied in size, shape and composition, but size distribution
or grading was limited to "one-size" pieces in each case.
Aggregates Used and Parameters Measured
The reasoning developed by theoretical considerations on aggregates
was tested in the laboratory using three types of rocks (crushed limestone,
crushed gravel and rounded gravel) with three distinct packing volumes
about one decade apart (k cc, O.k cc, and 0.0*4 cc). The "size" of the
rocks was about 3A> 3/8 and 1/8 inches, respectively (Figure 10). In
addition, comparative measurements were made using l/2-inch smooth glass
spheres (marbles) . The surface rugosity and geometric parameters were
measured, packing volumes were calculated, and weights for identical bulk
volumes were predicted for the various rocks and sizes . Loose bulk vol-
umes and volumes after vibratory compaction were measured and compared to
check the validity of the packing volume concept.
The three aggregates were selected on the basis of differences in
rugosity (crushed versus rounded) and composition (sedimentary versus
mixed). These three rock types are frequently used in highway construc-
tion. The crushed gravel and the rounded gravel came from the sane
source.
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It is apparent that one-size or one-volume particles exist only in
theory. Even smooth, one-size glass spheres (marbles) do not have iden-
tical diameters. It is just as impossible to produce one-volume rock
particles. Therefore the three categories of rock volumes actually refer
to mean volumes v;ith a controlled standard deviation and about equal co-
efficient of deviation.
The 0.0*4 cc (l/8 inch) rocks were obtained by dividing the fraction
between the No. k and No. 6 sieves into portions retained on the No. 5
and No. 6 sieves. These two fractions were combined to get similar coef-
ficients of deviation, D (standard deviation divided by the average weight
of a particle, multiplied by 100), for the three types of rocks, based on
weights of particles. A convenient D was found to be about 15 percent.
Similar handling of the O.k cc and k cc rocks, using the appropriate sieves,
gave a desired D = 15 percent in each case. Data on rocks are presented
in Table 1.
Measurement of Rugosity and Packing Volume
As mentioned before and shown by Figure 1, the packing volume of par-
ticles can be measured without the numerical determination of rugosity. It
is convenient, however, to know the characteristic relationship between
rugosity and different particle sizes (volumes) for a given rock, because
this relationship provides the basis for calculating particle packing
volume and weight for "sizes" other than those used in the actual deter-
mination. The rugosity value is also needed when calculating the amount
of a binder, such as asphalt, to be mixed with aggregate.
Figure 11 shows the curves for rugosity of the three rocks as they
change with rock size (packing volume). The value for each point is based
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on 20 rocks drawn at random from a mas3. The rocks were washed, dried,
weighed, and heated to 300 F in a compartmentalized container. They were
then submerged for 30 minutes in 60-70 penetration asphalt at the same
temperature. The coated rocks were then cooled in ice water and the ex-
cess asphalt was scraped off each piece, down to the peaks of roughness.
This scraping was done with a razor blade, applying its straight
edge and avoiding use of the corners. This operation was tedious and re-
quired some patience and skill. After scraping, crushed rock and rounded
gravel look very much alike except for some sharp angles of the former.
The particles were weighed again in air and in water. Thus a direct meas-
urement was obtained for the packing volume of each particle. In addition,
the three dimensions, £, m and s for the rock pieces were measured and
their "membrane" surface areas were calculated using the simplified equa-
tion for prolate spheroids
:
. nd , , Z . -1A = t— d - — sin^ ± x kj (U6)
where
A = surface area of particle ("membrane" area),
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In practice the area for each rock piece was obtained using a graph
identical to Figure 12 but on an expanded scale. Using the above data,
rugosity values were calculated for different sizes and kinds of rock:
D ., Amount of asphalt on rock, cm n _\Rugosity = * i (47)
Surface area of rock, cm
U2
The manually measured I, m, and s values used in the surface area
calculations for each rock were also useful for calculations of packing
volume and comparisons with values obtained by the water displacement
method. Statistical difference analysis on ninety rocks measured by the
two methods indicated that direct measurement using the assumed ellipsoid
shape is in good agreeement with results obtained by the volume-by-water-
displacement method. (For a detailed analysis, see Appendix k) . This
suggests another method for measuring packing volumes of particles.
In order to determine differences in the shape of ellipsoids, com-
parisons were made among i/s, i/m and m/s ratios for various fractions of
the rocks, as shown in Figures 13 to 15. The curves indicate a slight
tendency for -U cc rocks to have higher ratios than smaller or larger
rocks of the same kind. Each point in Figures 13 to 15 is an average of
ten measurements. Statistical analysis in Appendix 5 indicates that the
differences are not important.
Miscellaneous Measurements
As pointed out previously, the particle volume distribution of crushed
limestone and rounded gravel (or any two aggregates) is expected to be
different even if taken from the same sieve-size fraction. Figure 16 gives
an example of packing volume distribution curves for 1/2 inch to 3/8. inch
crushed limestone and for gravel of the same size. In the case of this
limestone and gravel, there is a tendency for the average volume of the
limestone particles -to be smaller than gravel. Each type of rock from a
given quarry (effect of crushers is assumed constant), if sieved by a
given procedure, should have a characteristic particle volume distribution
on each sieve. Once this distribution is known, aggregates can be combined
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on the basis of particle packing volume distribution using sieve grading
and proportioning according to the packing volume formula.
The number of contact points in simple cubical packing and in tetra-
hedral (dense) packing of spheres is six and twelve, respectively. The
same numbers apply to ellipsoids in similar loose and dense packings. The
number of contact points for the nine groups of one-volume aggregates was
determined at one particular mass density, using for detection the dis-
turbance of the asphalt coating. The procedure involved mixing about
500 cc of rocks at 300 F with just enough 60-70 penetration asphalt to
fill the volume of rugosity. The coated rocks were then placed in a con-
tainer so as to obtain about equal porosities. The mass was then cooled
to F, the rocks were separated and the contact points counted. Figure
17 shows an example of a contact point distribution curve with an average
of 7.6 points. No significant differences were found in the number of
contacts in various kinds and sizes of rocks as shown in Appendix 6. It
is expected that the number of contact points increases with increased
compaction of the particles (2^).
Identical Bulk Volumes with Identical ZV of Rocks
E
As previously mentioned, the packing volume V of each individual
rock can be calculated
:
v = -—2— + ap (U8)
p G
_^" s+v
The number of particles needed to give a certain bulk packing volume ZV
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The total weight ZW of such a mass of N particles would be
ZV
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Equation 51 permits the calculation of how much by weight of a certain
"size" of rock is needed to obtain a given packing volume ZV for a mass
of particles.
If Equation 51 holds, and if sliding friction is similar in the three
rocks tested, as previously theorized, the rocks should have similar bulk
volumes for identical ZV . This suggestion was tested by two methods
:
free fall and vibratory compaction.
For the free fall test each of the three sizes of the three rocks
(nine batches altogether) were prepared with identical total packing
volumes of 800 cc. The dry, clean rocks were then poured from an average
height of three inches and within a time interval of ten seconds to fill
a cylindrical container five inches in diameter and five inches high. The
resulting bulk volumes were then determined for each of the rock types
and sizes by a direct measurement between the top of the calibratel con-
tainer and the rock surface. Graphical comparisons are given in Figure 18.
Statistical analysis showed no significant difference in the bulk volumes
thus obtained
.
In another series of tests a sinusoidal vibration was applied to the
various rocks in bulk, with a peak acceleration of 1.5 times gravity and
without surcharge. The vibrating frequency was 20 cps : the bulk-mass
volumes of the rocks were measured at one, ten, one hundred and one
thousand cycles of vibration. Since the same rock samples had to be used
repeatedly in these tests, the compaction was not extended beyond 100G
cycles to minimize particle degradation. The results are summarized in
Figure 19 and the data are tabulated in Table 2. For convenience, poro-
sities n
,
instead of bulk volumes, were compared. The equipment used for
vibratory compaction of the rocks is shown in Figure 20.
The measurements showed that all rocks had similar densification
trends. The bulk, volumes and porosities n obtained at each of the indi-
P
cated cycles were similar for a given sum of packing volumes (ZV ) regard-
less of rock type or size. This finding was as expected from the theo-
retical considerations.
As an additional check, half-inch marbles with R = and the same
2V were included in both of the above compaction tests. Marbles behaved
quite similarly to the various one-size rocks.
Rock Parameters Compared
The central hypothesis was that the volume which a particle, large or
small, angular or rounded, smooth or rough, occupies in a mass of other
particles is an important factor as far as bulk properties under a defined
compaction are concerned. The test results show that the concept of par-
ticle packing volume helps to define the characteristic space occupied by
a piece of rock within a bulk. The packing volume can be calculated using
Equation 2k :
V = * +V
P Vv
where G is defined by Equation 27.
However, when dealing with bulk density (or porosity), another type
ue
of specific gravity for a rock piece may be useful. It is based on pack-
ing volume V and may be called packing specific gravity, G . If W is the
dry weight of a rock piece and V is its packing volume, then
P
Numerically, G is lower than all of the commonly used specific gra-
vity values because the volume includes surface voids. G is constant for
P
one given volume of rock, but varies with rock size and type since surface
voids are determined by surface roughness and surface area, and these de-
pend upon the rock size and type.
From Equation 52 a weight-volume relationship for a number of par-
ticles taken together is:
ZW = G ZV (5-)
P P
If a given total packing volume ZV (say ZV = 1000 cc) of any of the
XT 1~
nine individual rock-size groups were desired and designated as
2V
Pl' 2V ZVP9 (5U)
then the total weight ZW needed to give these constant volumes, can be








If identical free fall or vibratory compaction is employed to densify





Weight per unit volume of these particles will be different depending
on G and on the type of compaction. At this stage of development the
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packing volume concept permits the calculation of "one-size" rock, weights
which will produce identical bulk volumes under identical compaction.
Laboratory findings support the general line of theoretical considera-
tions discussed previously. Angularity did not prove to be a distinctive
feature, although some of it is taken into account by the rugosity factor
R. Uhape did not have a noticeable influence. Nothing can be said about
the effects of i/s ratios larger than 3-^ since none of the rocks used in
the tests exceeded this value
.
wEXPERIMENTS WITH MIXES IN TENSION AND COMPRESSION
In order to verify the applicability of (a) the packing volume con-
cept with stagnant and flow asphalt, and (b) the contact area-strength
theory, a series of experiments on compacted one-size mixes was performed.
Both tension and compression tests were used.
Choice of Variables
In the tension and compression tests, the following variables were
used:
Rock type - rounded gravel, crushed limestone
Rock "size" - 0.0*4 cc, O.k cc, it cc
Asphalt "film" - 10, 20, 30 microns
Rate cf deformation - 0.3, 3, 30 ^/minute
Temperature - 60, 80, 100 F
In the work with uncoated aggregates, rock types used included
crushed gravel. However, since the rugosity values of the crushed gravel
and crushed limestone were found to be quite similar (Figure ll), only
the crushed limestone and the rounded gravel were used in work with mixes.
The three rock volumes of 0.0*4 cc, O.it cc and it cc correspond to
approximately 1/8, 3/8 and 3/^ inch sizes when graded by square opening
sieves. As in the case of uncoated aggregates, these sizes were chosen
to allow for direct measurement of rugosity, radii, and packing volume
of the rock pieces. They also represented approximately the coarse
aggregate fraction as used in practical mixes.
^9
The asphalt film thicknesses chosen were 10, 20 and 30 microns.
Film thickness as defined here is obtained by taking the volume of flow
asphalt (rugosity asphalt excluded) and dividing it by the total "membrane"
area (Figure 3) of the rock surface. The 10-rnicron lower limit was cho-
sen as the thinnest practical film and the maximum of 30 microns was cet
because the asphalt from thicker films showed a tendency to tlo:i downwa
in a specimen during compaction. "Film thickness" rather than "asphalt
content" was used to simplify and unify the contact point "strength"
analysis.
Constant rate of deformation instead of constant rate of loading was
used to facilitate careful seating of the specimens and to avoid preload-
ing before testing. This was very important at higher temperatures when
the specimens were "weak." Also, the application of "strength" analysis
was simplified by this approach. The actual magnitudes of the rates were
selected to be in or near the flow region as approximately defined by
Figure 9. There was also a limitation in the testing equipment as to the
lowest possible rate of deformation.
The three temperatures of 60, 80 and 100 F were also selected so as
to stay in or near the flow region of the asphalt at the contact points.
An attempt was male to go above 100 F, but the one-size nixes were rather
weak and were hard to handle without damaging them.
Other variables which were kept constant will be discussed in the
next section.
Specimens, Equipment and Measurements
Altogether six distinct batches of rock were mixed with asphalt
:
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CL-O.O^ (0.6k cc Crushed Limestone)
RG-O.OU (0.0U cc Rounded Gravel)
CL-O.^ (O.U cc Crushed Limestone)
RG-O.U (0.4 cc Rounded Gravel)
CL- k (h cc Crushed Limestone)
RG- k (1| cc Rounded Gravel)
The mixes were prepared by a standard procedure. Each batch of ag-
gregate had a total packing volume of 565 cc (sum of the packing volumes
of individual particles, or IV ) . The actual packing volumes and the co-
efficients of deviation for each batch were similar to that described in
the uncoated aggregate section.
One 5 5-penetration asphalt was used in all mixes. Characterizing
data on this asphalt are given in Table 3- The asphalt and the aggregate
were placed separately in an oven at 280 F and heated for about two hours.
Next a precalculated amount of asphalt (Figure 24) was added and mixed by
hand in a 2-quart bowl for one minute. The mix was then placed in an un-
heated (75 F), 12-inch high by it-inch diameter split mold which was pre-
viously lined with a silicone-coated aluminum foil. The specimen was then
put on a vibratory table and compacted using a frequency of 20 cps and
1.5 g's maximum acceleration, just as in the experiments with uncoateJ.
aggregates (Figure 21) . The standard number of cycles for compaction was
1,000, with one exception which will be discussed later.
The specimens were compacted without a surcharge on the top and there-
fore levelling and smoothing of the upper surface after vibration was
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necessary. This was accomplished by 50 light tampingc with a 2-inch
diameter, l,'i00 gram tamper, dropped each time from a 3/ f, -inch height.
The compacted specimens were almost exactly four inches in diameter and
four inches high.
After cooling for two hours at 75 F, the specimens were taken out of
the molds. Hard asphalt (15-20 penetration) was used to glue a 3/5 x k xk
inch aluminum plate to each end of the specimen. Then a cardboard jacket
was wrapped around the specimen and adjustable spacers were placed at all
corners of the plates to keep the specimen from deforming laterally ani
vertically, as shown in Figure 22. The specimen was then cured for twelve
hours at 75-80 F. Before testing, each specimen was placed for at least
two hours in air at the test temperature
.
In all tests the specimens were "seated" between the testing machine
heads with restraints on so as to avoid damage. The lower test head or
table was adjustable by hand and was used in conjunction with the load
indicator on the testing machine to establish full contact between the two
plates of the specimen and the two test-head surfaces of the testing ma-
chine. Four screws were placed at each end to firmly tie the specimen to
the testing system. The spacers and the cardboard were removed when the
test was run.
Specimens were seated and fastened in the same way regardless of the
type of test. In other words, the capping and seating was identical in
all cases. It follows that the constraints imposed upon the specimens by
the plates were similar in all tests.
The electrohydraulic system used for applying the prescribed constant
rate of deformation to each specimen consisted of a testing frame with a
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1000-pound hydraulic actuator (jack), a 1000-pound load cell, a hydraulic
pump and an electronic control console with two-channel strip chart re-
corder. One of the channels was used for recording the force (output)
while the other registered the prescribed rate and type of deformation
( input )
.
The value for maximum force (peak load) was obtained by direct
scaling from the load-time chart. The energy values were calculated by
taking a number of evenly spaced force readings in an interval of time
and multiplying the average of these readings by the distance travelled.
There were no essential differences in the method of performing the
tension and compression tests, except for the "pull" and "push". The
specimens were fastened in a similar manner and all tests were run to at
least 2.5 percent axial deformation. This was the highest limit that
could be obtained at the slowest rate of deformation with the equipment
used.
In order to obtain insight into solid-asphalt-void relationships for
each specimen, the height of each specimen was measured at four points to
the nearest 1/100 inch and the total volume was calculated. Since the
volumes of asphalt and of the rock were known, actual air voids in the
specimen could be determined.
After testing, the specimens were placed in a solvent (benzene) and
the rocks were recovered by cold extraction. These same rocks were used
again since the production of a nev; batch for each specimen would have
been very time consuming.
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Trial Experiments
In order to establish an efficient procedure for the forming and
testing of specimens and to obtain an idea whether certain fixed factorc,
such as compaction, were proper for tension and compression specimens,
trial tests were performed. These tests were also set up to indicate the
magnitudes of various interactions between the factors used in this ex-
periment.
As a preliminary step in the experiments with mixes, a 2 factorial
experiment in tension was performed using the two types of aggregates and
the high and low levels of each of the other factors. The results indi-
cated that some of the three-way and perhaps even higher interactions of
the factors may be rather large (significant). This was taken into account
in the design of the basic experiment.
It was also ascertained that it took up to six hours to change the
temperature in the walk-in chamber in which the specimens were tested.
Therefore each test temperature should be viewed as a block within which
ranlomization can be applied.
The same trial experiment indicated that the rounded gravel mixes
had a peak "strength" in tension higher by ten percent or even more than
limestone mixes. Since it is known that bituminous mixes in tension are
sensitive to void content, the void measurements were compared. The
gravel mixes had slightly lower void content for the standard 1000 cycles
vibratory compaction. By trial and error it was found that by reducing
the compaction to around 100 cycles for the gravel mixes, a void similar
to that of limestone mixes (using 1000-cycle compaction) was obtained.
The small differences in strength then disappeared.
5^4
Tests in compression showed that the 1000-cycle vibratory compaction
gave similar results, as far as force is concerned, for the two rocks.
Thus it was decided to compact the gravel specimens for tension tests for
100 cycles and all others for 1000 cycles. In other words, the tension
specimens were made so as to contain equal voids for the comparable gravel
and limestone rocks. Compression specimens, on the other hand, all had
equal compaction.
Design of the Basic Experiment
As outlined at the beginning of the section, two types of rocks were
included in both the tension and compression tests. Since there was no
way to describe them numerically, two qualitative levels for rocks were
used. The other factors had three quantitative levels each.
The main purpose of the basic experiment was to show that with the
help of the packing volume concept and "neutralizing" rugosity, mixes con-
taining gravel and limestone rocks can be made to have similar resistance
to flow under a given load. Statistically speaking, the first goal was to
show that the means for "strength" of the nixes containing the two dif-
ferent rocks are the same.
The second goal was to illustrate also the effects of other factors.
Since it is known that factors like temperature and rate may introduce
quadratic terms in descriptive equations, three levels were introduced in
the design.
The response variable (y) was the peak force ("strength') for each
specimen. In addition, the energy consumed to 2.5 percent axial strain
for each specimen was measured and used as a second type of response
variable.
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If a full 2x3x3x3x3 factorial experiment were performed, add-
ing about 15 specimens for replicates, the total number of specimens to be
made and tested would have been about l80 for the tension series with the
same number for the compression series, or a total of 360 specimens. Cince
this is a formidable number of specimens for this type of research, an
attempt was made to find a more efficient statistical design. The one
which was finally adopted was a so-called composite design developed by
Box (ill). The treatment combination for one temperature block is out-
lined in Table k. This design required 90 basic specimens plus 15 re-
plications for each type of test. As Table k shows, the design consists
of a 2 factorial plus intermediate points. Analysis of variance can be
made on the factorial part and regression analysis on the whole set. The
five duplicates in each block were to be used to test whether the higher
interactions are large (significant) or small.
As mentioned before, the randomization for each type of test over the
whole field was impractical because of difficulties with test temperature
control. Instead three completely randomized blocks were used, 60, 80 and
100 F. This really is a split plot design.
The mathematical model for the Peak Force and the Energy to 2.5 per-









































x. = size of aggregate,
x = asphalt film thickness,
x = rate of deformation,
x< = temperature, and
g>'s = coefficients.
Force and Energy Comparisons
The results obtained in the tension and compression tests are pre-
sented in three ways: first, by graphical comparisons, second, by analysis
of variance and third, by regression equations.
Graphical Comparisons for Force
Examples of force -deformation curves replotted from the strip chart
recorder are given in Figures 25 to 28. They illustrate the general simi-
larity in shape and magnitude between curves for specimens made from the
two rock types. The maximum force values for tension and compression are
tabulated in Tables 5 and 6. There are six blocks altogether, each con-
taining thirty basic readings plus five replications. The grouping of the
data was done in such a way that both analysis of variance (ANOVA) and re-
gression can be made. The coding of the specimens was as follows:
Rock Type : Gravel = Limestone = 2
Rock Size, cc : O.OU =0 O.h = 1 k = 2
Asphalt Film, Microns: 10 = 20 = 1 30 = 2
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Rate of Deformation, $/min: 0.3 = 3 = 1 30 = 2
Temperature, P : 60 = 80 = 1 100 = 2
Thus, for example, Specimen 0121 in Table 5 would be gravel, O.h cc
size, coated with a 30-micron film and tested at a rate of deformation of
3 percent per minute. The temperature is omitted here, since the force
is given for various temperatures. If the above specimen was tested at
100 F, the code would simply be extended to 01212.
Since the comparison between gravel and limestone mixes is so impor-
tant to the objectives of this study, the average force data for each
temperature in tension and compression are presented in Figure 29. These
comparisons were obtained by taking one particular temperature in Table 5
and averaging the 15 force values of the "0" rocks (gravel) and 15 values
of the "2" rocks (limestone) . It is apparent that the gravel and the
limestone mixes averaged to be of the same "strength" as suggested by the
original hypothesis.
There are a number of ways to make other graphical comparisons of the
force values and other variables. Some of them are discussed below.
Figures 30 to 32 show how the force is affected by the highest and
the lowest levels of rock size, film thickness and rate of deformation,
respectively. The average values plotted were obtained by using only
the first eight force numbers of each rock type and the three temperatures
in Table 5- This gave an average of 2^ specimens for each bar graph.
Figures 33 through 3& return to the comparisons between gravel and
limestone, but the plots are made using all three levels of each of the
variables compared; namely, flow-binder film thickness, particle packing
volume, rate of deformation, and test temperature. The averages are
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based mostly on three specimens only. The eye suggests that there may be
some differences between limestone and gravel mixes in certain plots, but
data analysis shows that the over-all averages are similar for the two
rocks
.
The general trends in the tension and compression test results appear
to be quite similar. There nay be some differences in the optimum ac-
phalt film thickness for the two tests (Figure 33). The aggregate size
also may affect the maximum force values somewhat differently in the two
types of tests (Figure 3^). However, more work would have to be done to
determine this accurately.
The most interesting curve in this series is obtained when the average
force values for all thirty specimens in each temperature block are com-
pared as shown in Figure 37. The compressive force turns out to be about
three times higher than the tensile and the two curves are approximately
parallel. This suggests that similar mechanisms are operative within a
mix during each type of test. This indeed appears to be the case as v/ill
be seen later in connection with the contact area and "strength" calcu-
lations.
It should be added that the general trends of curves for maximum
force in tension agree closely with trends reported for the testing of a
dense-graded mix in reference llU
.
Graphical Comparisons for Energy
The values for energy needed to strain a given specimen up to 2.5
percent are listed in Tables 7 ani 3. The tabulation technique is iden-
tical to that for force values in Table 5. It should be noted that a
strain of 2.5 percent is rather high and, especially in tension, well
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beyond the so-called failure strain peak force (ll 1*).
The comparisons in Figure 38 show average energy values for lime-
stone and gravel mixes. The difference between gravel and limestone speci-
mens appear to be slightly larger as compared to the average force differ-
ences for the two rocks as shown in Figure 29. However, as will be seen
later, the statistical analysis does not indicate significance in these
differences.
Figures 39 to ^2 show the effect of other variables on the energy con-
sumed to deform a specimen. The results are similar to those discussed in
graphical comparisons for force.
Figure k3 shows the compression and tension energies to be different
approximately by a factor of 3, similar to the force relationships.
Figure kk presents a summary of force and energy results which indi-
cates that they vary similarly with temperature change.
Table 9 gives a tabulation for calculated voids in each specimen. The
average voids for each test and rock size are given in Figure i+5 - As pre-
viously discussed, the gravel specimens for compression tests had a slight-
ly lower void content than the limestone specimens.
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
The final AIIOVA summaries for each of the temperatures and for the
low and the high levels of the various factors are given in Appeniices 7
and 8 for the force and energy measurements, respectively. The five re-
plicates in each temperature block were used for the estimate of the "pure 1
'
error. This, in turn, was applied to check whether some of the higher in-
teractions were too large and should be excluded from the error terms.
Using the F test and a 5 percent significance level, in practically all
6c
cases some of the 3-way interactions were found to be unacceptable for
use in the error term. These interactions were taken out of the computa-
tions of the final F test values, but they may be real.
The analysis of variance shows that there is no significant differ-
ence in the average peak force, both in tension and compression for speci-
mens made from the two rock types. The same applies also to energy values.
This result was of course expected since the mixes were designed to be
equal. Consequently the analysis supports the main hypothesis of the work,
indicating the usefulness of the packing volume and rugosity concepts com-
bined with the concepts of stagnant and flow asphalt.
The ANOVA also shows that the size of the rocks (k cc versus 0.0** cc)
and the rate of deformation (30^/min versus 0.3 $/min) produced highly sig-
nificant differences in the force and energy values, while the flow asphalt
increases from 20 microns to 30 microns produced less significant differ-
ences. This, of course, has been illustrated in the graphical presenta-
tions.
Regression Analysis
The analysis of variance was performed using only the high and low
levels of the factors in each of the six temperature blocks. Since all of
the factors except the rock type had three quantitative levels each, a re-
gression equation for the force and energy values could be constructed.
This was done using a computer and a stepwise regression program in which
only the significant- variables or combinations thereof are retained in the
operation. The equations for force in compression and tension follow
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y = peal: tensile force on specimen, in pounds,
y = peak compressive force on specimen, in pounds,
x = packing volume of rock in cc's,
x = asphalt film thickness, in microns,
x^ = rate of deformation, in percent per minute, and
x, = test temperature in F,
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The above equations were obtained by the use of combined test results
of both limestone and gravel. This procedure gave about 100 test values
for each equation.
Strain at Peak Force
The strain applied to a specimen when the maximum force is reached
was obtained from the data curves for the tension and compression tests
.
The numerical values are tabulated in Table 10 and a graphical comparison
of averages is given in Figure UG. As can be seen, the amount of strain
at peak load in both tension and compression is about the same for both
rounded gravel and crushed limestone mixes, especially at higher tempera-
tures where flow deformation (no brittleness) is predominant.
It is of interest to note that the peak load strain in tension is
close to 1/2 percent, regardless of the temperature. This agrees closely
with published literature on a typical graded mix (llU).
In compression the peak load strain was about three times higher than
in tension or similar to the relationship between the peak force in the
two tests. The temperatures used in this experiment do not seem to cause
differences in the "failure" strain values in compression. In the discus-
sion of the contact area theory, an attempt is made to explain this be-
havior.
Analysis Using Contact Area Theory
The results discussed so far were aimed primarily at proving that two
mixes composed of different rocks, graced by packing volumes, can be made
to have similar flow properties by neutralizing the rugosity of a rock
and then adding a prescribed amount of binding or active asphalt.
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The next question is whether there is a way to predict the actual flow
resistance of the mixes once the rugosity has been accounted for and the
amount of binding asphalt, plus other measurable parameters, is known.
Such a prediction was attempted using Stefan's theory. The basic
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where all symbols are as previously shown. They are discussed individually
in the sections below. It must be repeated that the use of this equation
presupposes a simple and idealized model with a number of assumptions.
Nevertheless, agreement between the test results and the predicted values
in the flow region is quite encouraging, especially in tension.
Tension Test Analysis
The values for variables used in Equation 60 are summarized in Table 3
and Appendix Q» including one example of the calculations. Graphical com-
parisons between the predicted and experimental values of peak force are
shown in Figures i+7 to 5; - and may be tested statistically.
The viscosity values are given in Table 3- Since it was not easy to
define the actual shear rates encountered at the contact points of the
rocks, and since the main interest was in the flow region at 100 F and
80 F, it was assumed that the asphalt exhibited Newtonian flow. There-
fore a single value of viscosity for each temperature was used in the
calculations.
The contact radius "r" was measured in the laboratory. This was ac-
complished by taking a compacted mix apart and selecting rocks at random.
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By means of a magnifying glass and a ruler the approximate radii of con-
tact points were measured to the nearest 0.01 inch. It was apparent that
the size of the Irr" varied and a distribution of "r" rather than a single
value was obtained (Figure 5*0- The average "r" was used in the calcu-
lations (Appendix 9)«
For the h , the value of two times the film thickness was used. It
o
was assumed that there is an asphalt plug of average thickness of 2 h and
radius "r" between the contacts of two rocks. This further implies that
the surfaces of the two rocks at the contact points are flat and parallel
to each other.
The value h was calculated by taking the total axial strain in the
U-inch long specimen and dividing this by the number of estimated contact
points in tension along the axis of the cylinder. The packing of the
rocks was assumed to be cubical. This is not unreasonable since the num-
ber of other rocks touching any one rock piece was about seven and the
packing porosity was not far from that of cubical packing, also. This
assumption greatly simplified all calculations.
The value L for the number of rocks in a cubical packing between the
ends of the specimen was calculated by taking the length of the specimen
and dividing by the average "size" of the rock pieces. In a similar man-
ner, the number of rocks M in one layer of cubical packing was estimated
by dividing the cross-sectional area of the specimen by the square of the
rock diameter.
For the rate of deformation three values were used in the calculations,
namely 0.3, 3 and 30 percent per minute axial deformation. These values
were the ones used in the tension and compression tests.
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Figure kj shows that one of the best agreements with theory is found
with the small rocks, at high temperature, with thick asphalt films and
at the slow rate of deformation. This falls into the flow region where
apparently even in mixes with irregular contact surfaces the asphalt ex-
hibits mainly flow and necking behavior as in the case of thick films be-
tween plates described by Majidzadeh, Ilarek and Herrin (109) (110).
Since certain simplifying assumptions are involved, it cannot be ex-
pected that the theory and the results would always agree as closely as in
Figure h r[ . Perhaps a two or three magnitude difference between predicted
and actual results is acceptable under the circumstances. Figures kQ and
52 indicate general closeness to the experimental values. However, since
the predicted values are generally higher than those obtained in the tests,
a more complex behavior than simple flow may be starting to take place in
some specimens during the test.
The predicted flow region of Figure 9 wa s prepared on the basis of
Majidzadeh's measurements with a 72-penetration asphalt. If this figure
is compared with the results shown in Figures 1+7 to 53 > good agreement is
obtained in most cases.
There are other trends which appear to be logical if the basic equa-
tion is reviewed. It is probably no coincidence that the tests in Figure
kj show the best agreement with the theory. These are the specimens with
the largest number of contacts of the thickest films (30 microns) and were
stretched at the slowest rate. All of these factors are favorable to flow
of the asphalt in a mix instead of to film "breaking." On the other hand,
in thin-film, fast-rate, low-temperature , large-rock tests there are great-
er discrepancies between tested and predicted values.
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In general, it can be said that there Is more difference between the
measured and the predicted values for force as the "size" of the rocks
increases. Most likely this is due to the fact that the asphalt plug be-
tween any two rocks is defined numerically not only by the thickness or
height but also by the radius of the contact. Thus for the same film
thickness the radius "r" will be greater for a larger rock than for a
smaller one. Consequently the film will flow with more difficulty and
there might even be cohesive failure within the asphalt (formation of
bubbles and strings) thus reducing the actual test strength compared to
the theoretical prediction.
The importance of the r/h ratio rather than film thickness per se is
illustrated in Figure 53. Here everything has been kept constant in the
experiment except that the film thickness was changed from 30, to 20, to
10 microns. If the film thickness is the main factor, the change in film
thickness from 10 to 30 microns should introduce a large difference in the
strength of the specimen. Yet both the laboratory tests and the theo-
retical calculations show little if any practical difference. One ex-
planation may be that the decrease in film thickness is accompanied by a
decrease in the contact radius "r" (Appendix 9)«
Finally, it should be recalled that Newtonian behavior of the asphalt
was assumed for all temperatures and rates. This may be satisfactory for
100 F and 80 F and at the slower rates of deformation, but the 60 F region




The application of Stefan's theory to the compression data presented
a more difficult problem than with the tension data. In the first place,
the strain at the peak compressive force was around 1 1/2 percent and it
is inconceivable for a 20-micron asphalt thickness at the contacts of a
large-rock specimen to be compressed by such a large amount. Some other
mechanism besides compression or squeezing of the asphalt plug outwards
from the initial contact area must be taking place. The compressive test
data obtained in the laboratory were compared with two values: (a) the
theoretical compressive strength using the simple model as in tension with
average contact asphalt thicknesses of 20, ^0, and 60 microns (2h ); (b)
a shear model with the same values.
In order to set the minimum possible value, the increment £h in the
compression model was assumed to be zero and the force was reduced to:
k
10.73 r L dH ,£-*
F = rr X T) X —rr- XrrXTT (61)
c \F ' h3 M dt
o
The shear resistance values were calculated by the formula:




—f X ^ x dh~ (62)10 o
where
F = shear force in pounds
,
s
:] = viscosity of asphalt in poises, and
^t— = shear rate in sec" .dh .
o
The sliding plane was assumed to be at U5 .
Sample calculations for shear force and compressive force are given
in Appendix 9 and calculated values are plotted graphically in Figures 55
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to 65. As can be deduced from these graphical presentations, there is
poor agreement between the predicted theoretical compressive force values
based on Stefan's theory and the experimental values. On the other hand,
the theoretically calculated resistant force values, based on shear-
sliding between the rock pieces, agree well with the experiment. This
can be said especially for small rocks with thick asphalt films tested at
a slow rate of deformation and at high temperature. These comparisons
suggest that there is little if any compression and squeezing of the as-
phalt plug between two rocks during the compression test and that the
deformation is mainly due to shear flow.
The predicted shear values can be divided into three categories
:
(a) below the laboratory test values; (b) about equal; (c) above. The
curves of Figure 66 are presented to illustrate the three areas.
When the predicted values are below the measured results, the pure
shear resistance of the asphalt may be augmented by direct particle-to-
particle contact and friction. This contact can easily occur at high
temperatures (100 F) when the asphalt is "soft" and also if the test is
run very slowly (Area 1, Figure 66).
The other extreme takes place when the temperature is low (60 F), the
asphalt films are thin, and they are sheared at a fast rate. Due to stress
concentrations the film is disrupted. The result is a lower shear force
in the experiment than the prediction from theoretical calculations (Area
3, Figure 66)
.
Between these two extremes there is an area of close agreement be-
tween the experimental and the theoretical values. These results probably
represent pure shear response of the asphalt plug alone.
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If the above explanations are applied to the ninety specimens repre-
sented in Figures 55 to 65, most of the predictions look satisfactory.
Tension and Compression Compared
There is one slight difference between the tension and compression
specimens : in the tension series comparisons are based on equal-void
specimens while the compression series is based on equal compaction. The
real differences in voids, however, are not statistically significant. It
was assumed that actual average film thickness still holds and that there
are only slight differences in the orientation of the particles.
One of the most interesting findings is the approximate relationship
between tensile and compressive peak force:
3 F tension .^_ F compression (63)
as illustrated in Figure U3. Various justifications are possible.
First, it is known that many materials have a similar numerical re-
lationship between tensile and shear force.
A more rigorous explanation is suggested by the behavior of a speci-
men tested well within the region of peak flow — one with small aggre-
gate, high asphalt content tested at a slow rate of deformation. If the
predicted theoretical shear curve is plotted and compared with a similar
predicted theoretical tension curve (Figure 67), the two differ by a fac-
tor of approximately two to three, just as in the experimental results.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH MIXES - CYCLIC TESTS
The main purpose of the cyclic (sinusoidal) tests was to show that
comparable gravel and limestone mixes, designed with the help of the
packing volume and flow asphalt concepts, will have a similar response
during a repeated deformation for an identical input. The experiment was
performed only at 80 F with the following variables and levels
:
Type of Rocks : Rounded Gravel Crushed Limestone
Size of Rocks: 0.0U cc U cc
Cycles per Sec: 0.01 0.1
The measured response variable was average peak force.
The types of rocks and size were selected to represent the extreme
values used in the tension and compression series. The frequencies of
0.01 and 0.1 cycles per second were used in order to stay close to or
within the flow region. The lowest frequency was dictated by the total
test time since a noticeable distortion due to gravity was observed in
some of the weaker specimens if they were left without a lateral support
at 80 F. The asphalt film thickness was 20 microns.
"losely linked with the decision for cycling frequency and the total
test time, was the decision for the number of cycles each specimen was to
undergo. Since 15-20 minutes was set as the desirable maximum test time,
the total cycles to be applied to each specimen were set at 20.
The peak-to-peak strain applied was one percent of the length of the
specimen. Preliminary tests had indicated that this was about the
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limiting strain at which the asphalt plug at the contact points was pri-
marily being distorted by flow, rather than by stringing and hole forma-
tion. The measured peak force during the last few cycles was usually
slightly lower than during the first cycles, which supports the above
reasoning.
The factorial experiment with the mentioned levels was run in dupli-
cate. The results are summarized in Appendix 10 and illustrated in Figure
68.
The statistical analysis and comparisons show similarities between
the two types of mixes, just as in the case of the tension and compression
tests (Appendix 10). The load response was not symmetrical as can be seen
from Figure 68. Consequently, analytical description for the force re-
sponse curve was not attempted.
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SUMMARY AND APPLICATION
The results obtained in the experimental work followed closely the
theoretically predicted trends. Following is a summary of the main de-
velopments and of the possible usefulness of the findings.
The work was directed towards finding a unified approach for physical
Characterization of aggregate-binder systems so that flow resistance under
varied conditions is predictable and can be explained. The investigation
was carried out using three sizes of monovolume aggregates in uncoated
condition as well as mixed with asphalt.
It has been accepted that sieve -graded aggregates of different shape
and with different surface characteristics behave differently during hand-
ling and application. For instance, when two types of aggregates are
sieved through square-hole sieves and a container of a given unit volume
is filled with each of them, the number of particles in this unit-volume
will not be the sane. This fact was verified experimentally and the
search was pursued for a better particle characterization, singularly and
in bulk.
An attempt was made to find a way of equalizing the number of parti-
cles in a given unit (bulk) volume when placed and compacted under pre-
scribed conditions. The concept of "packing volume" (elbow room) to
achieve this goal for particles was proposed. The packing volume was de-
fined as the room which a particle occupies in bulk with other particles.
Packing volume was physically measured by coating a rock piece with
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asphalt, removing the excess coating down to the asperities of the rock,
and then determining the volume of the "coated" piece. The amount of
asphalt retained in the surface crevices was called "rugosity asphalt"
and its volume, "rugosity volume." The usefulness of the packing volume
concept was then tested experimentally.
Various rocks of different sizes were carefully graded by packing
volume and a standard size container v/as filled with each of the rocks,
depositing each rock in a standardized manner. The number of rocks in the
container for a given rock "size" was the same, regardless of the type of
rock used. The packing volume concept was then applied to nixes.
When different types of rocks with similar packing volumes were
mixed with the same amount of asphalt, compacted and tested at a constant
rate in tension and compression tests, different resistance to flow (or
"strength" values) was encountered. On the other hand, when as a first
step enough asphalt was added to offset rugosity and to create equal
"solid"-void relationships, and when then a given amount of so-called
"flow asphalt" was introduced, the flow properties of mixes with different
aggregates proved to be similar. This approach also made it possible to
predict theoretically the flow resistance (strength) of the mixes.
For the "strength" predictions a contact area model was employed
using the theory developed by Stefan in conjunction with adhesives. The
calculated values were in good agreement in the case of tension tests but
did not agree in the case of compression results. A good agreement be-
tween the experimental and predicted compressive "strength" was obtained
when the shear theory was applied.
The engineering and practical significance of this work can be sum-
marized by saying that a unified, systematic and predictable mix design
lh
concept has been provided for a variety of aggregates.
The work presented here has also clarified some other factors and
their interactions which until now were understood only partially or in
a qualitative manner. Thus the emphasis on surface area of aggregate as
it increases with diminishing size does not appear to be justified in as-
phalt mixes, since rugosity decreases with size and may cancel the effect
of surface area increase on the asphalt requirement for a mix.
The use of film thickness as the determining factor in mix behavior
is also questionable. The ratio of the "contact area radius" to film
thickness is of more significance. This ratio can also be used to explain
optimum asphalt content in mixes. At the optimum point this ratio should
be at its maximum value.
Since Stefan's theory in tension considers the flow of the asphalt
between two rocks as shear flow, failure of bituminous mixes in the flow
region (non-brittle) appears to be in shear.
The data indicate that the maximum rate of strain in the asphalt con-
tact plugs between the rocks defines the region where these contact plugs
fail in flow, rather than due to brittlenecs or "stringing." This rate of
strain can be predicted numerically.
Some questions arise about the procedure of grading the aggregate by
packing volume. This aspect has not been investigated here but it seems
likely that sieves can still be used for grading. It is expected that a
given stone quarry or sand pit will have a relatively uniform product
which can be characterized by sieves and correlated with packing volume.
Once this correlation is known, mixes can be designed using sieve sizing.
Similar projections can be made about rugosity measurements. Rocks
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from one source and crushing process are expected to have a characteristic
rugosity for a given size. Once this is known, it can be taken into
account when a mix is designed.
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CONCLUSIONS
The objectives set at the beginning of this work were essentially
attained. The conclusions are based on theoretical considerations and
laboratory work with certain crushed limestone, crushed gravel and rounded
gravel aggregates of three packing volumes: approximately 0.04, 0.^, and
h cc (about 1/8, 3/8 and 3A inch respectively) with and v/ithout asphalt.
Although several important aggregate and mix variables have been included
on a fairly broad scale, it is probable that these conclusions can be ap-
plied to a wider range of aggregates and mixes than those studied. Strict-
ly speaking, the extension of the validity of the findings beyond the
specific scope of this study remains to be demonstrated.
1. Particle packing volume, the volume which a piece of aggregate
occupies in a mass of other particles, is a parameter unifying the bulk
behavior of coarse aggregates
.
2. The packing volume of a particle is a function of the volumes of
solids, internal voids, and surface roughness or rugosity of the rod:
piece.
3. The rugosity volume of a rock is a function of, (a) "surface area' :
,
and (b) roughness of the rock surface. The area and the roughness vary with
rock size, but in opposite directions.
k. When asphalt is added to aggregates, a certain amount of it is
used to fill up the surface voids or the rugosity volume, and does not
participate in flow when load is applied. This is called rugosity asphalt
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or stagnant asphalt and its addition completes the packing volume of
each rock piece.
5. If a flow or binding asphalt is introduced in addition to the
rugosity asphalt, a unified approach to mix design may be possible using
different types of aggregates.
6. With the help of Stefan's theory (hydro-dynamic theory), the
expected peak force for a compacted specimen can be closely predicted
in or near the flow region when the flow asphalt alone is considered as
the "working" asphalt.
7. Two geometric parameters which affect the "strength" of a mix
are, (a) average radius of asphalt contact "plug" between rocks, and (b)
the thickness of the plug or film thickness. The ratio of radius/film
thickness is important, rather than the film thickness alone.
8. If the rate of strain imposed in the "necked down" surface of
an asphalt plug between two rocks exceeds a certain critical limit, the
asphalt plug will "fail" in cohesion (hole forming and stringing) in-
stead of flow and "necking."
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RECCMMEHDATIONS
The work done so far has involved only one-size (one-volume) rocks
in the coarse aggregate fraction of a mix. The next important step could
be a two-size and multi-size system, including also sand-size particles.
As in this work, first only dry aggregates should be considered. The
most important prerequisite before "blending and testing" should be a
hypothesis concerning the packing of different size particles, oince the
rugosity of a rock changes with its size, a rugosity distribution instead
of a single rugosity number, as in the present experiments, may become
necessary to define the "elbow room" of the particles. For practical pur-
poses it may be possible to work with an "average" or "effective" rugosity
for multi-volume gradations.
If asphalt is added to the graded system, the radii of contact points
as well as film thicknesses will vary from place to place and it may be-
come necessary, once more, to work with a distribution of values rather
than a single r and h, even though the "average value" method worked well
with mono-volume rocks although even these did not actually have single
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60 F 80 F 100 F 60 F 80 F 100 ]
23 1.7 .3 7^ 9 .7
11 .k .1 23 3 .3
21 1-7 .2 78 7.5 .1*
9 l.l .1 32 k.k .k
300 50 Ik 750 95 50
160 33 k 500 83 13
365 73 17 910 11*0 56
l6o 35 9 585 90 2U
76 11 2 190 37 6.2
26 5.2 1 89 13 k.3
75 11 2.5 312 30 9
78 8 1.7 220 35 8.5
65 10 1 21*5 30 5
250 50 Ik 550 11*5 k6
19 1.8 .2 50 7.5 • 5
18 1.0 .2 72 9 .7
12 .8 .1 25 3 • 3
17 1.5 .2 92 7.5 *5
10 • 9 .1 25 3 • 3
270 53 13 85O 100 5k
165 31 5 505 80 Ik
375 70 15 91*0 205 70
160 32 6 1*60 82 20
75 9 1.8 193 33 6.3
35 5-h 1 Iks 17 k.5
68 9 2.5 377 27 9.5
65 6 1.5 230 33 5.5
60 9 1.5 230 28 6.2
285 kl 11 700 155 1*6
16 2.0 .2 50 5.5 • 5
TABLE 6
FORCE IN POUNDS FOR REPLICATE SPECIMENS
Specimen Tension Compression




















2002 325 50 65
2202 150 29 95
2022 230 68









ENERGY IN INCH -POUNDS x 100
FOR BASIC SPECIMENS STRAINED TO 2.5#
Specimen Tension Conpressi on
60 F 80 F 100 F 60 F 80 F 100 F
0000 198 10 .1+ 650 78 1+.1+
0200 76 2 .2 180 27 2
0200 192 Ik .1+ 660 68 1+.8
0220 kk 6 .2 280 38 2.8
0002 2500 390 112 5700 760 356
0202 770 176 88 3850 700 106
0022 3250 650 132 5900 11+80 1+16
0222 ni+o 200 1+8 1+950 780 201+
0111 630 100 16 11+60 286 1+8
0211 200 1+0 6 830 156 36
0011 6i+o 98 22 25I+O 192 78
0121 670 68 11+ 19to 296 70
0101 530 78 12 2100 262 1+6
0112 1850 1+20 118 1+600 1160 372
0110 168 12 .1+ 1+50 50 1+
2000 160 6 .1+ 600 7^ 5.6
2200 102 1+ .2 230 30 2
2020 152 13 .1+ 720 61+ 1+.8
2220 90 6 .2 230 28 2.1+
2002 2350 390 112 5900 760 380
2202 11+60 2hb 88 3950 660 81+
2022 3200 61+0 132 51+00 1^75 ^55
2222 ll+20 276 1+8 3750 630 156
2111 700 86 16 1320 286 1+0
2211 300 ko 6 1110 156 36
2011 610 81+ 21 251+0 192 76
2121 600 50 lk 1600 296 1+0
2101 550 70 12 191+0 262 k6
2112 2U00 420 100 1+500 1160 3!+o
2110 ll+O 16 .1+ Uoo 50 1+
TABLE 8
ENERGY IN INCH -POUNDS x 100
FOR REPLICATE SPECIMENS STRAINED TO 2.%
Specimen Tension















































PERCENT AIR VOIDS IN EACH SPECIMEN
Specimen Tension Compression
60 F 80 F 100 F 60 F 80 F 100 F
0000 30.7 30.7 30.7 33.2 33.2 32.8
0200 32.2 32.2 32.9 35.3 33-5 3^-7
0020 28.8 28.8 28.1 32.1 30.1 30.1
0220 29.7 30. k 31.1 33-0 32.3 32.3
0002 30.7 32.6 30.7 32.0 33-9 32.0
0202 31.6 30.2 30.2 33.5 33.5 3*.l
0022 29.7 28.1 29.5 30.1 32.1 30.1
0222 31.1 31.1 30.U 33.0 30. h 33.0
0111 32.6 32.0 32.0 30.7 32.7 33.2
0211 30.8 28.7 30.8 33.2 32.6 30.8
0011 29.6 32.9 30.3 32.9 32.2 30.9
0121 31.3 32.0 32.0 33.2 33-2 31.3
0101 32.5 31.9 31.9 33.8 3h.k 33.8
0112 32.6 32.0 32.0 33-3 32.7 32.6
0110 32.6 32.0 32.6 33.9 33.3 33-3
2000 32.0 32.0 32.0 33-2 32.7 32.0
2200 33.5 33.5 32.9 32.9 33-5 33.5
2020 30A 29.8 30. h 31.1 29.8 29.8
2220 33.0 32.3 33-6 33-0 32.3 32.3
2002 32.7 32.7 32.0 32.6 32.6 32.0
2202 33.5 33-5 33-5 33-5 32.9 32.9
2022 30. h 31.1 30.U 29.1 28.5 29.8
2222 32.7 3^.8 32.7 33-6 33.6 31.7
2111 32A 32.U 31.9 31.9 31.9 31.1
2211 3^.5 30.8 30.8 33-9 3^.5 30.8
2011 30.3 31.6 30.9 32.2 31.6 30.3
2121 31.2 31.8 31.8 32.5 32.5 29.9
2101 31.1 31.8 31.1 33.1 33.1 32A
2112 31.1 31.9 31.9 31.9 31.9 30.0
2110 32A 31.1 31.9 32A 30.0 30.0
TABLE 10
PERCENT STRAIN AT PEAK LOAD
TO THE NEAREST 0.25$
Specimen Tension 1Compress ion
Go F 80 F 100 F 60 F 80 F 100
0000 2 1.5 1 • 5 • 25 .25
0200 1 1.5 1 .25 .25 • 25
0020 2.5 1.5 1 • 75 .5 .25
0220 1 1.5 • 5 .25 .75 • 5
0002 2.5 2.5 2.5 .75 • 25 • 25
0202 1 1 2.5 .25 • 5 • 5
0022 2.5 2-5 2.5 1.0 .25 .25
0222 1.5 1 .5 .5 • 5 .25
0111 2.5 2 2 • 5 • 5 .25
0211 1 1 2.5 .5 • 5 .25
0011 2 2 2 • 75 .25 .25
0121 2 2 2 • 5 • 25 .25
0101 2 1.5 1.5 .5 .25 .25
0112 2.5 2 2.5 • 75 .25 .5
0110 2 1.5 2 • 5 .25 .25
2000 2.5 1.5 2 • 5 .25 .25
2200 1 1.5 1 • 25 .25 .25
2020 2.5 1.5 1 .5 .5 • 25
2220 1 l • 5 • 5 • 25 .5
2002 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.0 .25 .5
2202 2.5 2 2.5 .75 • 5 • 5
2022 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.0 .75 .25
2222 1.5 1.5 • 5 • 75 • 5 .25
2111 2.5 2-5 2.5 .75 • 5 .25
2211 2 1 2.5 • 75 • 25 .25
2011 2 2.5 2 • 75 • 25 •25
2121 2.5 2 2 • 75 .25 .25
2101 2.5 1-5 2.5 .75 • 5 • 25
2112 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.0 • 75 • 5
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FIGURE 3 FLOW AND RUGOSITY ASPHALTS
- h M
ASPHALT PLUG





























FILM THICKNESS IN MICRONS
3000
FIGURE 5 INFLUENCE OF RATE OF EXTENSION
ON TYPES OF FAILURE.
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ASPHALT FILM THICKNESS IN MICRONS
BETWEEN 1-INCH DIAMETER PLATES
FIGURE 7 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE STRAIN RATE
FOR FLOW CONDITION FOR ONE 72 PEN
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RUGOSITY, CC PER CM
RUGOSITY VERSUS PACKING VOLUME FOR
THE THREE TYPES OF ROCKS
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FIGURE 20 VIBRATORY COMPACTION OF ROCKS
FIGURE 21 VIBRATORY COMPACTION OF MIXES
FIGURE 22 COMPACTED AND CAPPED SPECIMEN
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FIGURE 23 SPECIMEN AFTER TESTING
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FIGURE 32 FORCE FOR MIXES-0.3 AND30%/MIN
116
TENSION COMPRESSION
0.4 cc. SIZE 0.4cc. SIZE
d 3%/MIN RATE 3%/MIN RATE
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FIGURE35 FORCE FOR 0.4CC ROCK AND 3 RATES
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TEST TEMPERATURE
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENAL TENSILE
































THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TENSILE












































THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TENSILE








































FIGURE 50 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TENSILE





THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TENSILE




































THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TENSILE
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FIGURE 55 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR



















































FIGURE 56 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR
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FIGURE 57 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR































FIGURE 58 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR




































FIGURE 59 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR

























FIGURE 60 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR






























FIGURE 61 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR
















































FIGURE 62 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR



































FIGURE 63 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR



























FIGURE 64 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR
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FIGURE 65 EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSIVE FORCE COMPARED
WITH THEORETICAL COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR



































































FIGURE 67 THEORETICAL SHEAR AND TENSION CURVES
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DERIVATION OF EQUATION k2 (SEE TEXT)
From Madjidzadeh and Herrin (109), page 100, Equation 2:
3 11 V
2 dH .
Since V^ = n r h
o
and h = h + Ah
o
2.25





o v dHF =
—
z— X cX'Tr pounds per contactT 10b (h + Ah) 5 dt
If the number of contacts across the specimen is L, and the
number of contact points vertically down is M
A2
10.73 o dH L
F_ —r e x — x rr pounds per specimenT
10
b




SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR FIGURE 7 DEFINING MAXIMUM
ALLOWABLE STRAIN AT 77 F
Take Figure 5
Minimum film thickness h for "flow" = 110 microns
o
Rate of extension =10 in/rain
Rate of extension, $ of h per sec. is:
— r WlP- - 115
o
and from Figure 8, the strain along the necked-in surface (skin) is
approximately directly proportional to the r/h ratio, the critical
strain rate in the skin is
:
€ ... .
= O.38 x 115 = U3.5 fo/sec
critical J '
This agrees closely with Figure 7,
i6o
APPENDIX 2 (continued)
SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR FIGURE 9 DEFINING
FLOW REGION FOR ONE ASPHALT
r/h .63
ii





Majidzadeh and Herrin (109, p. Hh) give the following values of
critical r/h ratios for flow at 0.02 in/min rate and various temperatures





Using these values Figure 9 w&s prepared.
Sample calculation:
Critical rate of widening of h at kO F, W .. :

















Since W « e ., x —
, for £- = 1
crit cnt r ' h
o
W .




DERIVATION FOB EQUATION 1*5 (TEXT)
unit strain e =
but






































[4 (- - - )
2
+




. / \ (-r -ar + rvc)but (r - rQ ) = r
- \ £ I ±)
2 2
where c = [3(3 + 2a - a )
]
APPENDIX 3 (continued)
and (r - r T - r
2 f\ 6/c
^"L








J £ fc . 6(9 j 6a - 3a2 ) 2 + 9 + 6a - 3a2 1U2 L9 - + i (a + D 2 J
1




COMPARISON OF MEASURED ELLIPSOID
VOLUMES WITH VOLUMES BY WATER DISPLACEMENT METHOD
numbers are percentages of difference between the two methods





+ 10.8 + 2.0 + 5-3
- 16.8 - 6.1 - 8.3
+ 9-9 + 1.3 + 12.6
+
.3 - 11.2 - 7.4
k - 8.3 - k.k + 10. k
- 8.7 + 2.1 - 11.7
- 1.0 - 8.6 + 9.U
+ 2.8 + 17-9 - 12.7
+ 5.*» + 11.6 - 0.8
+ 9-2 + 1.0 + 4.1
_ 3.2 - 12.1 + 7.0
- 7.1 + 8.9 - 5.8
+ 7.9 + 10.5 - 11.9
- l.lt + 6.2 - 0.3
+ 1.3 - 2.9 - 6.3
0.1} - 11.8 - 2.6 + 13.1*
- 6.8 + 7.6 + 3.8
+ 1.1* - 3.6 + 6.5
+ k.a - 10.7 - 10.9











CL CG RG Ti. n X. 2
ij
+ 9-9 - 8.0 + 3.5
- 18.3 + 2.2 - 2.8 •
+ 7.6 + 4.6 + 16.2
- 12.1 - 7.2 + 3.8
- 1.3 + ll.l; - 6.2
0.014 + 3.1 + 3.2 - 6.5 - 2.4
- 1.3 - 2.0 - 7.1
+ 2.6 + 2.8 - 6.1
+ 0.6 - 1.3 - 7.»*
+ 10.5 - 5.8 + 9.0
T. . 10.1 7.9 - 2.6 T.. = 15.lt
n 30 30 30 N = 90
nek.i 722.0 822.7















d. = D +
1
e (Correlated Samples)














+ I -36 to
t /,-v = 2.26 .12 < 2.26 Jfypothesis accepted




In addition, volume difference analyses were performed for:
(1) CL-4, CL-0.1+, CL-O.OU combined
(2) CG-1+, CG-O.U, CG-O.OU combined
(3) RG-1+, RG-O.H, RG-0.04 combined
(k) CL-U, CG-U, RG-4 combined
(5) CL-0.1+, CG-O.U, RG-O.U combined
(6) CL-O.OU, CG-0.01+, RG-O.Oi* combined
(7) All nine combinations
No significant differences were found.
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APPENDIX 5
ANALYSIS OF i/s RATIOS
hypothesis: Average i/s ratios for CL are equal (numbers are actual ratios)












T. 25.1 36.4 29.8 T.. = 91.3
n 10 10 10 N = 30
ZX.,
















treat j H 10 30











Randomly chosen Crushed Gravel (CG) and Founded Gravel (RG) pieces had the
following £/s ratios:
Crushed Gravel



























For the sake of brevity i/m and m/s ratios are given only in
graphical form, Figure 15. Detailed data are available from the author,
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APPENDIX 6
ANALYSIS FOR NUMBER OF CONTACT POINTS
}fypothesis: Average number of contact points are equal in the following
rocks:
CLJ+ CL-0.0^4 RG-4 RG-O.OU Marbles
(Number of contact points; each number is an average for 10 rocks)
7.6 7.U 7.6 7.0 7.6
8.0 7.8 7.2 7.8 8.2
7.2 8.6 l.k 7.6 7.2
7.6 7.k 7.2 7.6 8.0





k +2 rt +2 +6




+8 -2 -1» +6 T.. = +8
n 1+ l» l| k U N =20
ZX,












' 39 V5(.95) B3>06 .39 < 3.06
ffypothesis accepted
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A x B x C
D (Rate of Def.)
A x D
B x D
A x B x D
C x D
A x C x D
B x C x D






























BCD - significant at the 95> level
Using k remaining higher interactions for error
:
e = Oh with k df
V(.95) - 7.71
* Significant at the 95^ level,
APPENDIX 7 (continued)













A x B x D
C x D
A x C x D
B x C x D



















Pure error using 5 replications
e = 171pure
BCD - significant at the 95% level
Using k remaining higher interactions for error
e = 2U9 with k df
F
l,M.95) =7 ' 71
* Significant at the 95$ level,
APPENDIX 7 (continued)













A x B x D
C x D
A x C x E
B x C x D

















Pure error using 5 replications
g = 61pure
None of the higher interactions are
significant.
Using all 5 higher interactions for error
e = 57 with 5 df
F
l,5(.95) =661
* Significant at the 95^ level.
APPENDIX 7 (continued)













A x B x D
C x D
A x C x D
B x C x D
































Pure error using 5 replications
e = 248pure
BCD and ACD - significant at 95'/; level.
Using higher interactions, except BCD and ACD, for error:
e = 5^3 with 3 df
Fl,3(.95) 10a
* sSignificant at the 95$ level.
APPENDIX 7 (continued)













A x B x D
C x D
A x C x D
B x C x D

















Pure error using 5 replications
€ = 157pure
BCD - significant at the $% level
Using U remaining higher interactions for error;
€
= 32 with k df
F
1,M.95) =7 ' 71
* Significant at the 95$ level,
APPENDIX 7 (continued)













A x B x D
C x D
A x C x D
B x C x D
A x B x C x D
df MS F
1 1388 1.76














Pure error using 5 replications:
e = 292pure
ABD - significant at the 95$ level
Using 4 remaining higher interactions for error:
e = 790 with 4 df
Fl,4(.95) =7 - 71
* Significant at the 95% level.
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A x B x D
C x D
A x C x D
B x C x D

















Pure error using 5 replications;
€ = 3319pure
BCD - significant at the 95f-> level
Using n remaining higher interactions for error
e = 6U67 with 1+ df














B x C "




A x B x D
C x D
A x C x D
B x C x D
A x B x C x D






















BCD - significant at the 95^ level
Using U remaining higher interactions for error:
e = 127 with k df
V(.95) =7 ' 71
* Significant at the 9% level.
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A x B x D
C x D
A x C x D
B x C x D

















Pure error using 5 replications
:
Use e for epure
e = J+70pure
Except for ABD - all higher interactions
are large
e = I47O with 5 df
Fl,5(.95)= 6 -61
* Significant at the 9% level,
APPENDIX 8 (continued)
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A x B x D
C x B
A x C x D
B x C x D

















Pure error using 5 replicates
:
e = 61+2pure
Hone of the higher interactions are
significant at the 95$ level
Using all 5 higher interactions for error:
e = 855 with 5 df
F
l,5(.95) = 6.61
* Significant at the 95$ level,
l8o
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A x B x D
C x D
A x C x D
B x C x D
A x B x C x D



















BCD - significant at the 9% level
Using 4 remaining higher interactions for error
:
€

















A x B x D
C x D
A x C x D
B x C x D
A x B x C x D






















None of the higher interactions are
significant
Using all 5 higher interactions for error:
e = 80 with 5 df
Pl,5(.95)- 6 -61
181
* Significant at the 95^ level.
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APPENDIX 9
CALCULATED VALUES FOR THEORETICAL "STRENGTH"




Average Height, h , Microns






















(c) Sample Calculation of Theoretical Peak Tensile Force for :
0.04 cc rocks









o L dH ,_
,
v
F = rf- tj x x - x — (Pounds)t
10
b (h + Ah) M dt
5
t) = 1.7 x 10 poises at 100 F
r = ^30 microns = 0.0*0 cm
h = 60 microns = 0.006 cm
o
Ah =











rr = *— >-\ ' —*—* = 5.0o x 10 cm/secdt oO '










6 (I0b )(7) 5 (l(T)
This value is shown in Fig. k7
(d) Sample Calculation of Theoretical Shear Force for ;
0.0*1 cc rocks






F = T— X Tl X -Tr— X A
s ...b ' dh
10 o
11 1.7 x 105 poises. at 100 F







coA = Total asphalt cross-sectional area under shear for 45
sliding angle
A = (3-1*0 (.0U3) (.0*43) (650) (2)
Thus finally
F m 2^8 x (l.7)(lO^? x (3.lU)(^.3)(^3)(650)(2) =0^ pounds
s iob 1 (10) (10^)
This value is shown in Fig. 55
( .) :Janple Calculation of Theoretical Compressive Force
Using Equation 57
v 10.73 r L cJH
^F h^ M dt
o
Calculations are similar to Part C, Appendix 9.
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DATA FOR CYCLIC TESTS
(1) Sinusoidal Deformation (see Fig. 68)
(2) Max. Deformation 1'/,
(3) Temperature 80 F
(k) Total 20 cycles each specimen
(5) Asphalt film - 20 microns
(6) Type rocks - gravel and limestone
(7) Size rocks - 0.0*4 cc and h cc
(8) Cycles per min. - 0.6 and 6
(9) Statistical design - 2°
(10) Factorial, 2 units per cell
(11) The response variable chosen was average peak force, in
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